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Crash
Stuns
Campus
MADLSONVILLE, Ky. . — A onetruck, three-car crash on Pennyrile
Parkway that killed three Murray State
University fresturYen has left the Murray campus stunned.
Three other MSU freshmen were
hospitalized, including one in critical
condition, officials said.
"The whole campus is shocked and
saddened by it," said M.C. Garrett,
MSU public information director.
The six students, all from the
Owensboro area, were traveling in one
car when the multiple-vehicle accident
occurred Sunday night, police said.
They had apparently gone home and
were on their way back," Garrett said.
The whole place,is just sunned.
'the tractor,trailer and three cars
were southbound about six miles south
of Madisonville when the accident occurred,about 6 p.m.,state police said.
A.car tl*t has not yet been found apparently made a U-turn in front of the
vehicles involved in the accident just
before it occurred, police said.
Officials said the car apparently was
turning out of the southbound lanes to
go northbound.
Killed were Rose Hardesty, 18, and
Ann Marcellino, 17, both of Owensboro,
and Sandra Girten, 18, of Stanley in
Daviess CoUnty, Miss Marcellino's
roommate,MSU officials said.
Billy E. Richeson, 18, of Owensboro,
the driver of the car, Stacy Thorpe, 18,
also of Owensboro, and Cheryl Lynn,
Burke, 18, of Utica in Daviess County
were hospitalized, officials Said.
Miss Thorpe was reported in critical
'condition Monday, and Richeson and
Miss Burke were in satisfactory condition, officials said.

Dexter Man Satisfactory In Murray Hospital

One Shot, Two Jailed
Following Store Break-In
A Dexter man was shot and two other
Dexter residents were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail following a breakin at Wiggins Furniture Co., on U.S. 641
North, Monday night, according to a
Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris.
Bobby Dean was listed in satisfactory
condition today lit the MurrayCalloway County Hospital after being
shot by a sheriff's department official
in an attempted escape from
authorities,the spokesman said. Morris
declined to identify the official involved.
Morris said that Dean, along with his
wife Melissa and Roger Edwards, each
have been charged with second-degree
burglary, a Class C felony, and placed
under $10,000 bond each.
According to the sheriff's report, the
owners of Wiggins and J.P. Nesbitt's,
located behind the furniture store,
entered the store about 10:45 p.m. for a
security check. Morris said the owners
decided to check the store since it had

DRACULA IS HERE! — The Murray-Calloway-County Community Theatre
will open its fourth season at If pin. Wednesday night • with the original
vampire play "Dracula,' to presented in the newly-heated Old Freight
Depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Count Dracula (Randy Hoffman)chooses the lovely young Lucy Seward (Pamela Harwood) to be his
bride in this scene from a recent dress rehearsal. The mystery-thriller is performed in three 30-minute acts with two 13-minute intermissions in a setting that is all black, white, and shades of gray. Performances are
scheduled _a_t__8 p.m. Wednesday through &nuttily_ A special'Saturday
matinee is scheduled for 2:00 p.p. The midnight show on Halloween night
is sold out but a waiting list is being kept. To make reservations call the
Theatre box office at 759-1752. Tickets may be purchased at the door. Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for students, $1.50 for children unii*r 12 and$1.50 for senior citizens, or by season ticket.
Photo By Hal Rice

Ayatollah Lashes Out At Carter;
Fails To Mention Hostages'Fate

'!•
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By The Associated Press
Revolutionary • leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini lashed out at President Carter,'but failed to mention the 52
American hostages in a speech broadcast by Tehran Radio today.
- Khomeini said Carter "is sitting in
the White House" while Iranians were
being killed in,battle. His hour-long address came on a religious holiday that
prompted the suspension of the Iranian
Parliament's debate on the fate of the
hostages.
The Iranian leader.said `'peace is not
acceptable" with Iraq because of the
"crimes committed" against Iran during the 37-day-old war.
But the 80-year-old Shiite Moslem
patriarch indicated Iran might relent in
its no-compromise position if Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein "stops this,
--11-be takes hiSlIantriffille-lracp peopTe
or if he repents."
'
A West German television network in
- Hamburg, ARD, quoted "informed
'circles" in Tehran today as saying Iran
may demand live television time in the
United States to argue its case before
the American people as a-b-Ohllitionfor
releasing some of the captives.
In the Swiss capital of Bern, Denis
---Felelmeyer, a spokesman for the Swiss
— who handle U.S..affairs in Iran —
said he had not heard the report.ga U.S.
diplomat in Bern scoffed at the ARD
report, saying, "It's starting to sound
like Disneyland out there."
Sources in Tehran close to the debate
said it was likely to continue for several
more days or longer because of conflicting views on the demands that should

be made on the United States for the
hostages release and whether all 52
captives,should be freed together.
•
The sources said,a large number of
deputies still favor trying some of the
Americans as spies and have pledged to
drag out the debate as long as possible.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman John H. Trattner reiterated
earlier U.S. government warnings that
putting any of the hostages on trial
"would have grave consequences for
Iran."
.-.228-meraber.•
parliament, failed to reach a consensus
on conditions for the captives' release
during eight hours-of Secret debateStmday and Monday.
Its regular Tuesday session was
canceled today for thetholiday of EidGahdir, marking the day on which
Shiite IVIOSI-e-ms--ttaim the prophet
Mohammed designated the Imam Ali
as his successor.
Observers in Tehran said the holding
of special meetings Monday and
Wednesday outside'the normal
schedule of SiTriday, Tuesday and
Thursday, showed the leaders of the
Majlis and the majority of its members
were determined to come to grips with
the problem of the Americans.
• Informed sources in the Iranian
capital said Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the leader of the Iranian revolution, has decided the hostages have
outlived their usefulness to Iran but is
wary of releasing them prior to the U.S.
presidential election Nov. 4, which will
also be the first -anniversary of their
seizure at the U.S. Embassy In Tehran

inside today
The Kappa-Jaycee Haunted Forest and Karrdval continues from 6 to 9
p.m. today, Wednesday and Thursday at the Jaycee Fairgrounds. Pictures of the annual attraction are on Page 9.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy tonight with lows
in the lower 30s. Becoming partly
cloudy and continued very cool on
Wednesday. Highs in the low 505.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy and cool
Thursday through Saturday.
Overnight lows in mid 20s to mid
30s and afternoon highs in the 50s.
. Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
i
Kentticky Lake
•

354.96
355.20

The Americans were in their 360th day
of captivity today.
Ali Shams Ardakani, Iran's special
representative at the United Nations,
said the defeat Sunday of a proposal by
hardliners that the hostage issue be
postponed until the end of the Iran-Iraq
war was a "positive development."

been burglarized during the weekend.
Robert Wiggins, owner of the furniture store, did not wish to comment
on the incident when contacted this
morning.
The owners spotted Dean and Edwards in the store, Morris said, adding
that Dean fled from the store while the
;tore owners held Edwards at gunpoint.
Mrs. Dean allegedly dropped off the
two at the store and waited for them at
the entrance to the Fisher Price plant,
Morris said. He added that officers arrested her and took her out of the car. A
sheriff's official got in • the car and
began to drive it looking for Dean, according to Morris.
Dean spotted the car, opened the door

and was about to get in when he noticed
it was driven by the local official, the
spokesman said. Dean reportedly fled,
running across a field.
The sheriff's official gave chase and
fired a couple of warning shots, the
spokesman said. The field was muddy
and both Dean and the official slipped
and fell. Dean then, threatened the officer and said he (Dean) would take the
officer's gun away, the spokesman
said.
It was then that the officer shot Dean,
Morris said.
Sheriff Morris said the Murray Police
Departtnent and the Kentucky State
Police assisted the sheriff's office in the
incident.

Carter, Reagan To Be
,Face-To-Face Tonight

Garan Considers
Opening Plant
In Palmersville
Garan, Inc., of Starkville, Miss., is
considering opening a manufacturing
plant in a vacant factory building in the
nearby- northwest Tennessee town of
Palmersville, according to a release
from the Weakley County (Tenn.I
Chamber of Commerce.
Garan, a manufacturer of shirts and
pants for boys, girls men and women is
the producer of the well known infant
and children's line sold under the
"GaranimaLs"label.
The final decision on locating the
plant in Palmersville will depend on the
outcume- of-a-labor survey -being conducted by the Wedk-10 -County
Chamber of Commerce which will
begin Wednesday, Oct. 29 and continue
through Saturday, Nov. 1.
Applications may be obtained in the
area at the Tr -City Grocery, Tr -City,
Ky., and at the Lynnville Grocery,
Lynnville, Ky.. or by calling the
chamber office at 901-364-3787.
Palmersville is located about midway between Lynnville, Ky and
Dresden, Tenn., on Tennessee highway
89.

CLEVELAND (AP) — President
Carter and Ronald Reagan campaign
face-to-face, at-last, tonight.
It's 90 minutes, Democratic president
versus Republican challenger, for the
debating championship of a campaign
shadowed at the end as at the outset by
the uncertain fate of the American
hostages in Iran. •
In a close contest for the White
House, with just one week to go before

Election Day, the nationally televised
and broadcast debate could make or
break a president.
An Associated press-NBC News poll
showed Reagan narrowly ahead in the
current preferences of likely voters —
but with 25 percent still undecided,.and
about is many saying the Cleveland
-debate will be a major factor in their
See CARTER;
Page 12, Column 6

Jerry Woodall Appointed
To MSU Board Of Regents
Jerry Allen Woodall, a 1965 mid-year
graduate of Murray State University,
has been appointed to a four-year term
on MSO's board of regents by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.
Woodall, a general business major at
MSU, will—
replace veteran regent Bob
T. Long Sr., of Mayfield, whose term
expired in June of this year.
A former vice president of Brandeis
Machinery and Equipment Co. in
Louisville, Woodall is currently a partner in Carey and Woodall Construction
Co. in Lexington. Woodall was with
Brandeis about 13 years before taking
the Lexington position about one year
ago.
A native of Marion, Ky., Woodall
played- four years as a center on the

MSU football-team. While at MSU he
was active in student government and
became a member of Sigma Chi fraternity.. During his junior year at Murray
Woodall was vice president•°Ube stu,_
dent council. He is currently a raeraNer
of the Optimist Club.
Woodall is married to the former
Henrietta Davis who also attended
Murray State. The couple has two
children, Jon,12 and Scott,8.
Long served as an MSU regent a total
of 16 years over two separate periods.
He was first appointed to the board in
1960 and remained until 1968. His moSt
recent appointment was from 1972
through the middle of this year.
Woodall'sfour-year term will expire
in June,1984''

Jennings'Dream Is Reality
With Completion Of Book
It's a dream come true.
At least to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings, it's a dream come true, because
the completion of their book, "The
story ot Calloway County:JI2:19767is
finally a reality. •
The Jennings completed the final
stages of their book this week with the
printing of the jacket cover for the 600page book. -The Story," which took
four years in writing and editing, will
be available for the public this week.
_ The couple began writing the book
_ shortly after their retirement from the
newspaper business in an effort to leave
a legacy to the Citizens of the county
about their heritage.
"The Story" is not just a history book
but is a combination of events, stories
and some myths to give an interesting
look on the development Of the county
since its beginnings in 1822.
"The Story of Calloway County" has
been serialized in The Murray Ledger &
Times for the past two years.

The manuscript for the 600-page book
was completed in March of this year
with the printing of the book being done
by the couple themselves at their printing planton-Maple-Street.-Printing of the book was done on a
hand-fed two-revolution cylinder press
which was salvaged from the 1937 flood
after being submerged for 30 days at
Paducah. The only process not done by
the authors was the binding of the book
in a hard cover. This was done by a
Nashville firm.
Since the book was printed and
published by the authors, a limited
number Of copies were printed for the
first edition. A total of 2,500 copies were
published which will sell for $15.75 with
a limit of three books per family. Any
additional orders can be placed for the
second edition run. The books can be
purchased at the Murray Democrat
building at-615 Maple Street between 1
and 5 p.m.

FINAL TOUCHES — Kerby Jennings feeds the jacket covers of the book he
and his wife Dorothy recently completed through a press at their printing
plant on Maple Street. All of the printing of the Jennings' book,"The Story
of Calloway County, 1822-1976," was done at the plant. The book, which
is available now,took four years to write and edit.
Staff Photo By Debbie N.tee

Fourth May Be Trapped In Illegal Corbin Coal Operation

Explosion In 'Wildcat'Mine Kills Three Men
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
CORBIN,Ky.(AP)— An explosion in
an illegal "wildcat" coal mine killed at
least three men, and rescue workers
said today they were trying to deter-mine whether a fourth man was trapped inside and killed.
The blast occurred Monday night in a
small Whitley County operation in
south-central Kentucky, where coal
was mined illegally at night, officials
-stud.
Three men were pronounced dead at
the scene. Coroner Carl Paul identified
two of them .today as Frank Crawford
Jr. and-David M. Hooch. Their ages and
home towns were not Immediately

available.
Thomas Mark,subdistrict supervisor
for the federal Mining Health and Safety Administration, said there was "a
rumor" that another man might have
been in the mine.
"We haven't been able to establish
that as a fact," said Mark. "I was in
there. We made a search, digging in the
coal pile, and we were unable to
establish that."
Mark said he wa9 convinced no one
was left alive in the mine, however. "If
he is in there, he isn't give,or we would
have had him," Mark said.
"We are probably going to have to
move out some coal to prove or
disprove this rumor that's going
around," he said. "We're going to look
0-•

1

the whole thing over."
Officials of the Whitley County Ambulance Service said they received the
first call about the accident at 8:13,p.m.
One victim apparently suffocated near
the mouth of the mine,and his body was
extracted about 8:50, they said.
It took about 210 hours to recover the
other two bodies, iaid Alvia Vankirk,
Whitle) County deputy coroner.
The men were working about 150 feet
in-from the mouth of the two-foot-high
mine, preparing to blast the face of,the
coal, when "a"premature detonation of
blasting materials" occurred, said Ken
Howard, director of the Knox County
Disaster and Emergency Service.
,"They use the explosives to blast the
coal loose so they can bald it and bring
•r

---1-3-EST COPY AVAILABLE

it outside," said Mark. "It was apparently during the process of loading
and lighting the fuses that this happenHoward said the miner found nearest
the mouth survived the blast and ran
outside to tell another man to go for
help, but then ran back in and apparently was overcome by smoke and gas.
Mark said it could not immediately
be determined who operated the .mine
because the operators had no permit
and filed none of theiegally required
records with the mining administration.
,
It is an illegal mine, working night
shifts," he said. ''They, are su
to
come in and have plans for mining and
so forth."
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Happenings In The Community Are Listed

4

Tuesday,Oct. 21
Tuesday.Oct. 28
Workshop in oil painting is
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Rosanna scheduled from 1 to 4 p.m. at
the Murray Art Guild.
Miller at 7 p in.
-Concert by the Murray State
Bible Journaling Group of
University Jazz Band, First Christian Chuch Will
directed In Ray Smith, will be meet at the home of Mr. and
at 8 15 p.m. in the recital Hall Mrs. 0. 13. Boone. Jr., at 7
Annex, Fine Arts Center, p.m.
MSU This is free and open to
tilt' public.
On exhibition in the Clara
••
M. Eagle Gallery. Fine Arts
Si ogles Class of the Seventh Center, Murray State Univer:tad Poplar Church of Christ is sity, will be a student show in
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
graphic design by Sheryl Lytm
the church.
Nelson, I.ou isvi Ile, and a
Murray TOPS =_a_a_ke off ceramics exhibition by Susan
pounds sensibly ) Club will Belinda Jones, Vine Grove.•
niect at 7p.m...at the.Calloway. These will be on exhibit
•
'otwty Health Center, North through Nos).9.
Seveoth and Olive Streets.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
District 17. Unit 1, licensed meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
Practical Nursing Associa- of the West Kentucky Exposition, will have a potluck sup- tion Center, College 'Farm
per at the Community Room Road. .
ii1 the ,North Branch of the
Murray Lions Club Auction
Peoples Hank at 6:30 p.m. The will start at 6:30 p.m. on Radio
'N students will be special Station WNBS.
..nicsts at the supper.
Second night of the Kappal'arents AnOnymous will Jaycee Haunted Forest and
inforFor
meet .at 6:30 p.m.
Karnival,sponsored by Kappa
mation call 753-5995 or 435- Department of Murray
438a.
Local
Woman's Club at
Jaycees, will be from 6 to 9
p.m. at the fairgrounds.
Biro lbw.

...4V. /
,
' 1St

'4.,.''•

l'ilfr
Caddyshack °
• .)1•4 1
- ...111111i.0

Held Ore,
7 15,9:20
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Nil% III
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Art lecture by Chris Burden,
sculptor from Los Angeles,
Cal, will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
— -Devil's" Dungeon, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway Sub
District United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, will be
from 7 to 10 p.m. at Growers
Loose Leaf Floor.
Wednesday,Oct.29
Second night of Devil's
Dungeon, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway Sub District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship, will be from 7 to 10
p.m. at Growers 'Loose Leaf
Floor.
"Dracula" will be presented
by Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in the old-freight depot,
Murray-Calloway Park.
Drive for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital will start
today by Alpha Mu Chpater of
Epsilon SigmaAlpha International.
Murray Lions Club Auction
will start at 6:30 p.m. over
Radio Station WNBS.

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

Halloween Party will be
held at Fern Terrace Lodge at
7 p.m.
•

Hot IS irts (1?)
and
In.

freshmen (P)
*ay 121 5.753.3314

Bible Overview will meet in
the high school class room,
education building, First
Christian Church,at-6:34.10.
Douglas Center will be open
for acfrom-la.m'.
tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Thursday,Oct. 30
Wednesday.Oct.:9
Thursday,Oct.31
Lecture by G. Gordon LidBridge will be played by
Shower for Steve, Terri, and
ladies of the Oaks Country Mack McCuiston, whose home dy, Watergate figure, will be
Club at 9:30 a.m. with Doris and contents burned on Satur- at8 p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State.
Rose as hostess.
day, will be held at 7 p.m. at
There is no charge and the
the Burnett's Chapel United
public ikinvited.
. Junior High Party will be at Methodist Church.
7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
World Friendship Club will
A Colloquium featuring Dr.
have a Halloween costume R. Wayne Sheeks, professor of
Congregational Dinner will party tied potluck dinner at 6 philosphy • and religious
be at 6:30 p.m. at the First p.m. at the home of Monica studies at Murray State
United Methodist Church.
Walston. •
University, will be in Room
500, Faculty Hall, Murray
Overeaters Anonymous will
Halloween costume party State, at 3 p.m. His paper will
meet at 12 noon on the second for preschoolers through siXth be entitled "Eclecticism:
floor of Baptist Student Union, grade will be from 6:30 tb 7:30 Man's Search for MeanNorth 15th Street.
p.m. at the Murray Country ingfulness." This is free and
Club with Sandy Brannon as dfien to the public.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
chairman.
_meetfram 1,0 44n. to 2 p.m. at
Special meeting of the Land
the Hazel Center with lunch at
Second night of "Dracula" Between the Lakes Ministry
11:45 a.m.
will be presented by Com- will be held at 9 a.m. at BranThirt night of Kappa- munity Theatre at 8 p.m. at don Spring Group Camp.
—
•
Jaycee. Haunted, Forest and old freight depot, MurrayKarnival will be froth 6 to 9 Calloway Park.
CONCERT
p.m. at the Jaycee
A concert by the Murray
Last night of Kappa-Jaycee State University jazz band
Fairgrounds. This is sponHaunted
Forest
and Karnival, under the direction of Ray
sored by the Jaycees and Kappa Department, Murray sponsored by Kappa Depart- Smith will begin at 8:15 p.m.
ment, Murray Woman's Club, on Oct. 28, in the Recital Hall
Woman's Club.
and Local Jaycees, will be Annex of the Fine Arts Center.
Annual Awards Dinner for from 6 to 9 p.m.
at the Jaycee The concert is free and open to
lady golfers of the Murray Fairgrounds.
the public.
Country Club will be at 7 p.m.
with social hour at 6 p.m. at
Third night of Devil's
the club: Reservations should Dungeon,
sponsored by
be made by, noon on Tuesday,
Murray-Calloway Sub District
Oct. 28, by calling Edith GarUnited Methodist Youth
rison,753:5383..
Fellowship, will be from 7 to 10
p.m. at Growers Loose Leaf
Thursday,(Cci:30Floor.
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels
Ellis Center will be open
will be from Ito 3 p.m. at the
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acMurray Art Guild.
tivities by the Murray Senior
•
Mothers Day Out will be at 9 Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.
a.m, at the First Baptist ChurHazel Senior Citizens' acch.
tivities will be from 10 a.m. to
After School Bible Club will 2 p.m. atthe Hazel Center with
meet at the First Christian lunch at 11:45 a.m. .
Church.
Douglas Center will be open
Legion Of Mary meeting will from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acbe at 10:30 am.in the rectory
tivities by the Senior Citizens
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
With lunch at 12 noon.

• THE ACESIRA
"No rule is so general,
which admits not some
exception." -- Robert
Burton.
West had to • depart from
neral-rbies-to beat today's
unusual game. A long suit,
an opponent's hitch and a
_ shortage of entries, pointed
the way to the winning
hunch,
South studied . over his
choice of bids when North
bid three hearts. Should he
raise to four or should he bid
three no trump? • A good
-.question and there are many
who would opt for the raise.
If you're one of these, you
will undoubtedly note that
North can make.four hearts
by discarding a spade on the
club king, limiting his losses
to two hearts and one
diamond.
Nevertheless.. todaks

Sale Good Thru
Sat. Nov. 'I st

Shower Is Thursday
For The McCuistons
A shower for Steve and Terri McCuiston and their son,
Mack,a second grade student at Sedalia School, will be held
Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. at tile Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church with the neighbors of the family as hosts.
The home of the McCuistons burned Saturday about 4:15
p.m. while the family was away. All of the contents were lost "
in the flames. The house on Farmington Route I was Mimed
by Margaret and John McCuan.
Mrs. McCuiston,the former Terri Williams,is employed at
Landolt Ltd., Murray, and Mr. McCuiston is em_pkayed at the
John Deere Company, Mayfield.
.
•

Every athlete in the family has a TAKE ALONGiu
problem.. Here's the Ideal solution. . .two permanent
and concealed zippered pockets, skillfully crafted into
every pair of KANGAROOSim ...all combined in a comfortable, light weight, top performance running shoe.
Ideal for locker, home and car keys.. money and
messoges...etc.

Luther Jones Honored
Here On 84th Birthday
Joe, Sue, and Lisa Outland,
Byron, Anita, Brad, and Eric
Gallimore, Ronnie and Terese
Shemwell, • Tammy and
Molena Norsworthy, and
Stacey Taylor.
ART LECTURE
_Chris Burden. a_ sculptor
from Los Angeles, Calif., will
present a slide-illustrated lecture on his work,in Room 423,
of the Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University on
Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. This is a
Visiting Artist Series presentation sponsored by the Kentucky Arts Commission, National Endowment for the Arts
and Murray State.

510 Main

Family Shoe
Store Murray, Ky.

COAT SALE

•3 2
IP A J 9 6 4
• J 108 4

4e
WEST
•
•K.I1087 54
5
•A 6 2

475

EAST
•Q
•K 10 8 2
*9 5
•Q106432

SOUTH
•A 9
•Q7 3
*Q 73
•AKJ 9

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer!
South. The-bidding:

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

•

October being a month of
birthdays for the Jones' famiSouth chose to bid three no ly, they 'met on Sunday, Oct.
trump. Perhaps his choice 26, for a basket lunch at the
was based on match points home of Luther Jones, 409
or maybe he just wanted to South Sixth Street, Murray, to
play the hand. What should celebrate his 84th birthday.
West lead against that
Others in the family having
contract?
birthdays in October were his
-If- West chooses the brother, Aubrey Jones, son,
"normal" lead of the spade Doris Jones, granddaughter,
jack, the defense disin- Debbie Jones, and great
tegrates before it gets start-. granddaughter, Tammy
ed. East covers and South
ducks and ,West can never Norsworthy.
Those present for the occause his long spade suit.
The diamond ace is sion were Aubrey and Marelle
knocked out and declarer Jones, Robbie Jones, Pat and
can take his time with the Dortha Carraway, Doris, Betheart suit, giving the ty, and Debbie Jones, Benny'
defenders two hearts, one Robbins, Laydeen Paschall,
spade and one diamond.
Today's- West ehose to
lead his king of spades -- an
unorthodox lead, but one
suggested by South's bidding
problem. Holding both
spade honors Smith might
.ve-,bid-a quicker three no
P•
Therefore. West played

ca
0
Central Shopping Centerier
Highway 64) 4 Arcadia Ct.
./
Mon., Tues., Sat. 900-600
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 900.8:00
Sun. 1:00-500

G. CORN, JR-

SPECIAL COFFEE — The World Friendship Club met in the home of Mrs. Peter Von
Amerigen for a morning coffee on Sept. 24 at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Von Amerigen and her
husband's grandmother, Mrs. Nell Hendon, served refreshments at the table covered
with a special linen ornately sqtin-stitched cloth brought from the Philippines, the
native home of Mrs. Von Amerigen. Pictured, from left, back row, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, Murray, Mrs. Dolly Shelton, Philippines, Mrs..Inez Claxton, Murray, Mrs. Debbie Shapla, Murray, Mrs. Monica Walston, Germany, Mrs. Moneer Ghaffati, Iran, front
row, MrS. Tina Olson, Germany, Mrs. Hendon, Geena Von Ameringen, Murray, Espee
Von Ameringen, Philippines, and Elham Chaffari, Iran. Mrs. Tom Karvounis, Greece,
was hostess for an earlier meeting. She showed slides of Greece. The next meeting
will be a Halloween costume party on Thursday, Oct. 30, at the home of Monia
Walston. A potluck dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
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apo EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR

STORE
ON

SALE!
NOT ONE
YARD SOLD
AT
REGULAR
PRICE!

20%
OFF

NOT JUST A FEW
SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE THAT
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS -- WE
ARE SELLING EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC IN OUR
STORE AT 20°, OFF OUR
REGULAR LOW POICES.

EVERYTHING INCLUDED
GABARDINE
STRETCH TERRY
BROADCLOTH—MUSLIN
DOUBLE KNITS
VOILES—DENIM
PLISSE— OIANA
COTTON dUILTS
DRESS PRINTS
COOL SHEERS
TRIGGER—LININGS
CHECKED GINGHAM
T.SNIRT KNITS'
INTERLOCK KNITS
KETTLE"CLOTH
COUPF.DE-V1LLE
PLUS ALL OTHERS

20% OFF ALL
FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED
DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDRENS WEAR
FORMAL WEAR
MENS & BOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC.

for a singleton queen to be
with either North or East
and his -imaginative play
brought him a just reward.
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ANSWER: Four ,spades
spade is acceptable
However, with a good seven
card
.suit
and ,a fit with, open.,
....cr. the direct jump to game
should work out best '

BY ALL MEANS.
GO'To
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Send bridge question, In The Ares
(I 'Rog 12363 Dallas Texas 7522S
with self addressed. stamped envelope

for repls
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HAYRIDE - The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of the Coldwater Charge held a
hayride on Sunday, Oct. 11. The group left the parsonage at 2 p.m. and the ride lasted
for three hours. A wiener roast was held along the way. The team of small horses is
owned by the pastor, the Rev. Layne Shanklin. Going on the hayride were Trisha Clark,
Dean Haneline, Scott Itineline, Nancy Haneline, counselor, David Tipton, Patty Martin, B. W. Knott, Becky Knott, Anne Gooch, Gina Gooch, Mitchell Gooch, and the
pastor, Rev. Shanklin and his wife.
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John Daunt Roberts

Student At College Of Optometry
John David Roberts of Murray has entered Southern College of Optometry, Memphis,
Tenn., as a first-year professional student. Roberts was
one of 150 entrants selected
from more than 700 applicants
for the class entering in
September, 1980.
In preparation for his career
. optometry,
as a doctor of
Roberts completed more than
two years of preprofessional
college work and will spend
four additional years at
Southern College of Op-

has a TAKE AlONGi.
tion. . .two permanent
„ skillfully crafted into
all combined in a cornormance running shoe.
:or keys...money and

tometry studying a specialized curriculum leading to a
degree of doctor of optometry
(0.D.). •
Doctors of optometry, op-,
tometrists, are the major providers of vision care in
America today: As primary
care professionals, they provide health care by detecting,
diagnosing, treating, and
preventing- problems of the
visual system.
Concerned with eye health
and general health problems
that affect eyes, optometrists

1
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Terri Jetton Presides
At-Regional FHA Meet

Halloween Party To I
Be At Murray Club

You Can Tell By. The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In Town
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dining toom
sun porch or
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most versatile
fanback. Big
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tall. Irresistible at
this price!
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Group C of Ladies Tennis of
the Murray Country Club will
meet at the home of Cathy
Mattis at 8:45 a.m. On
Thursday, Oct. 30, to go to the
Kenlake Tennis Center to play
at 9:30 a.m.
The lineup is as followsf
Court One - Pat Binford,
Lisa. Faughn, Cathy Mattis.
and Renee Wynn.
Deanna
Court Two
Parker, Carol Waller, Ann
Uddberg, and Annette Alexander.

POTATOES
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CRISCO
9188

BOLOGNA
$1 39

CRACKERS

LB.

1 LB.
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ORANGE JUICE
$189

68c

DOORS OPEN 10 AM SHARP.

Philippine burl round table.
See the greatest hoist since
the 1960s, Reg
Reg 49 99

3,Murray , Steven T. Lax,
Concord;
James
I
Pridemore, 804 North 17)ii
Street, Murray; Mrs. Irene I .
Woods, Rt. 1, MUITa3..
Mandela N. Redden, Rt
Mayfield.

Dan Shipley
Is Speaker

)4•

Member National Bridal Service

Buy during this sale and
get • Pibr l_guality at a ,
discounteii price. Here's
hut a glimpse ol-The
"
ddrga1o,

SPUN_ NEWS
10-19-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Fox, baby girl (Carol Sue)
Rt.8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Morine Grooms, 102
North 13th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Carol S. Ward and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Joan H.
Edwards and baby girl, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Cindy L.
Cleaver and baby girl, 1414 E.
Stadium View Drive,
Rt.
L. Brunn,
Muray.ichel

D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS

113 S. 4th

We need room for holiday
displays. We need money
for spring buying. We
need to sell wicker today.

CALLOWAY FHA - An initiation party for the ne6,
members, shown here, of the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of Amerir.
was held Oct.6 from 6:30 to p.m. at the school. Game-.
and contests were held. Refreshments were served. Ali
afternoon picnic was held Sept. 22 by the chapter with
Tina Harrell, recreation leader, in charge of the activitie,

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE!

FURCHES
JEWELRY

you
the waitiug Dente, you
win! We're overstocked
with Philippine wicker.

Murray; Rocky
Wayne
Beechum, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Sherry M. Winfield, Rt.
6, Murray; Mrs. Barbara I..
Seese, 10320 Leewood, El
Paso, Texas.
Harrel W. D. Peoples, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Thomas E. McCullar,
1.065 Craigwood,Memphis,
Tenn.; Riley Dunn, Rt.6, Murray; Mrs. Bonnie L. Boughton,
CR Box 212, New Concord;
Mrs. Effie B. Laslie, Rt. 6,
Benton.
Mrs. Clara M. Cope, Rt. 1,
Murray; Richard L. Carson,
Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Bess
Jones, Box 2, Kirksey; Mrs.
Lurline S. Redick, 645
Ridgecrest, Bowling Green;
Everett L. Becker, Rt. I, Springville, Tenn.

Terri Jetton, president, recreation leader; Sheila
Richard M. Stunrners, Rt.
presided at the 1980 fall Blalock, Symsonla, deitotional
Murray; Mrs. Judy t,
leader;
Lee
A
nn
Harrison,
regional
meeting
of
the
Future
visual
environanalyze the
Wallace, Rt. 3, Murray
Homemakers of America held Farmington, honor roll chairment and evaluate how vision
Charles F. Hutchins, Rt. et,
man;
Jeanneda
Burkeen,
at
at
Murray
State
University
affects behavior. In addition
Murray; Noble Farris, 504
Symsonia, scholarshil; chairwith 21 chapters represented.
to offering special services for
Pine Street, Murray.
man;
Naomia
and
AnJetton
"Climb
the
Scale
to
Leaderchildren and the elderly, they
ship" was the theme nie Laura Farris, mothers;
help the partially sighted use
presented by the Region I of- Sharon Keel, state historian,
their remaining vision.
ficers. The thought for the day members.
Southern College of Opwas given by the Marshall
tometry, an independent,
County Chapter.
coeducational institution of
Truman Dale Whifield was
higher education With a curthe featured speaker. His subemphasizing
riculum
ject was "Non-Verbal Compsychological, optical, and
munication."
Dan Shipley was the special
medical education, has
The regional president gave guest speaker at the meeting
FERN TERRACE LODGE
graduated more than 4,500 opa brief summary of the 1980 of the Goshen United
TUN •TELINTN VIEW PONN• • - KNONE
PIT NET
. KENTUCKY ANTI
tometrists since it was foundnational meeting held in St. Methodist Church Women
ed in 1932.
'
Louis, Mo.
held Oct. 8 at 7 p.m. at the
Special training sessions church.
Roberts is the son of Mr.and
Fern Terrace Gazette:
were conducted by the followMrs. John D. Roberts, 1706
Mr. Shipley discussed his reEditor: LaVetne
ing officers:
Farmer Ave., Murray.
cent'trip to Brazil with a group
All of us at fern Terrace are getting ready for our
Terri Jetton, Sedalia, presi- to build a church there. He
Halloween Party Wednesday night at 7 p.m. Mr.,
dent; Angela Clark, Hickman showed slides of their 'trip
Otis Elkins and his band will be here to play for all
County, first vice; Karan down the Amazon River and.
our dancers. We also want to invite all our friends
Stahr, Fancy Farm, second told of their adventures and
and relatives to join in the fun with us.
vice; Sharon Campbell, hardships.
We want to welcome to our family, Mr. Rupert
Heath, secretary; Malena
Glenda Wilson, Goshen
Shekel!, Audry Wilkerson, lane Tinker, W. C. (Bill)
Jackson, Wingo, treasurer; UMW president, presided. The
Roberts, Ann Lacy and Alben Crouch.
Lisa Hunter, Farmington, closing prayer was led by
Fern Terrace also sends its sympathy to the family
Frances Drake
rePorter; Lori Farris,Sedalia, Ruth Wilson.
of Mr. Key Cleaver. He will certainly be missed by
parliamentarian;
Lynne
FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 29, 1980
Refreshments were served
all of us here.
Loberger, Murray, histOrian. ' by Obena Hale and Ernestine
What kind of day will tomor- LEO
This poem was written by Mr. Bill Roberts and is
Pam Denton, Ballard Venable. Husbands of the
:
g
row be? To find out what the (July 23 to Aug. 22) 412{
appropriate for Halloween:
Avoid
gossip
and Memorial, song leader; Mona members were also special
stars say, read the forecast
You had better hide your pocketbook,
clandestine meetings. You Kizer Crooks, Reidland, guests at the meeting.
given for your birth Sign.
may hear of a financial opporLock all your doors,
ARIES
tunity. There's happy news
Keep your gun loaded and be rady to run.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
and renewed optimism.
There could be real danger as you well know.
Use originality in handling VIRGO Take my-advice and pull up and go_ • domestic issues.- -- Do-it- (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
yourself project should prove
Friends and family don't
There's no neid to worry and no need to pout
pleasurable. The p.m. accents mix favorably, though a late
romance.
For the goblios will get you, if you don't watch
get-together has romantic
TAURUS
out.
A Halloween party for preschoolers through the sixth
possibilities. Enjoy a happy
( Apr. 20 to May 20 I
grade will be held Thursday,Oct. 30, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
social life.
Despite some argumen- LIBRA
the Murray Country Club.
Hope to see all of you at our party, Wednesday
tative trends, you'll enjoy the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Sandy Brannon, chairman of the conunittee, said each one
the 29th at 7 p.m.
company of loved ones. EvenVagueness in a higher-up
should come dressed in costume. •
ing brings a work opportunity. could irritate
you. Refrain
Others assisting in the party will be Sheila- Grogan, BarGEMINI
from arguments. Keep conbara Malinauskas,Molly Booth, and Marilyn Adkins.
( May 21 to June 20 I
fidences. Happiness in the
Explore an unusual offer. company of friends later.
Mllllllllllll111llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111111111111lllll111111111111111111111111111111lllll
1111114:
Watch arguments about
money. Stars favor romantic SCORPIO
introductions and happiness in ( Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You have mixed feelings
love.
about a trip, but;good news
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 03(Z-ig from a distance puts your
Expect some irritations on mind at ease. Favorable
the job. A local visit has career developments inromantic possibilities. Home dicated.
should be source of content- SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ment during this period.
A financial opportunity
arises unexpectedly. Social
contacts help you careenvise.
Luck through friends. Enjoy
evening socializing.
CAPRICORN
LYNN GROVE LARGE
FRESH TURNER
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Consider an offbeat invitation. A close ally may be irritable or depressed. Career
luck possible.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Don't discuss work problems with friends. Be alert
GAL.
for a job opening. Let close
allies take the lead. Enjoy
companionship.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You might plan a trip with a
love one. Avoid arguments
about sex. The p.m. more
favorable for romance and going out together.
3 LB.
YOU BORN TODAY have
charisma and leadership ability. You gravitate towards
REELFOOT OR FIELD
NABISCO OR KEEBLER
work that matches your ideals
and you would make a fine
leader for a cause. You need a
creative outlet for your fine
imagination.

nP

Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
addition, twenty-six free
$1,000 cash... In
honeymoons and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

Murray, Ky.

1, Buchanan,Tenn.
Sla yens, baby boy (Tern),
1306 Diuguid Drive, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Theresa Garland
and baby boy, Rt. 4, Cadiz;
Derek E. McFarland, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Diana R.
Foster, 407 L. P. Miller, Murray; Shawna Lawrence, 301
Maple, Murray.
Mrs. Faustine W. Walker,
Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs. Zina L.
Andrews, Morganfield; Mrs.
Ruth Cunningham,602 Poplar,
Murray; Mrs. Janice M.
Newsome,. Box 591, Murray;
Mrs. Connie M. Tucker, Rt. 1,
Wingo.
Walter Porter Huchens, DIO
Fox Meadows, Murray;
Stephen B. Reed, Box 105,

Your Individual
Horoscope

TM

I.
;hoe

10-20--80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Byrn, baby girl ( Alicia ), 516
South Seventh Street,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia Johnson, Apt.
B33, Indian Hills, Hickman;
Mrs. Vickie E. Bogard, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Joanie M. Wathen
and baby girl, 1115 College
Courts, Murray; Mrs. Pamela
A. Lane and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Bonnie G. Hall and baby boy,
Box 413, Murray.
Mrs. Sheila M. Litchfield
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Lanora Gail King and
baby boy, Rt. 6, Cadiz; Mrs.
Dawn M. Allen and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Teresa L.
Brown, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs.
Doris M. Austin, Rt. 2,
Mayfield.
Timothy W. Brown, Rt. 7,
Murray; Billy Bruce Wilson,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Michael D.
Hicks, Rt. 4, Murray; Darel T.
Broach, Jr., Rt. 2, Hazel; Forhest T. Seargent III, 1310
Kirkwood, Murray.
Laurie Ann McKinney, 408
South 12th Street, Murray;
Mrs. Elva Pearl West, 1632
Miller, Murray; Marshall D.
Smith,200 Spruce Street, Murray; John G. Morgan, 4051
/
2
North Fourth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Mary A. Smith, 1014
Sharpe, Murray.
Mrs.Sue J. Mohundro, Rt. 8,
Murray; Wright. D. Hainley,
Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.;
James D. Bucy, 625 South
Fourth Street, Murray; Clifford R. Stemstrong, CR Box
129,- Hamlin; Mrs. Jewell W.
Phelps (expired), Rt. 3, Murray.
-.
10-21-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Darby, baby girl (Jan), Rt.

so-

r
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
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Army Warrant Officer Candidate •
Jimmy D. Hopkins,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Newell Hopkins, has completed a 25
weeks' Helicopter Pilot Course at the U.
S. Amy Primary Helicopter School,
Fort Wolters, Texas. "
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha
Tucker,83, Miss Connie White,75, E. T.
(Tom) Winchester, 56, and Flavil L.
Yates,61.
A check from the Business and Professional Women's Club was presented
by Opal Roberts, president, to Willard
Alls for use by the Calloway Council on
Drug Education.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. Rex Galloway, Oct. 23, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Paul Hohrnan,
Oct. 24, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Needy, Oct. 24, and a girl- to Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph H. Rexroat, Oct. 26.
Miss Maude Nance spoke on "Antiques" at the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Cal Luther, Murray State University
Basketball Coach,spoke at the meeting
of the Murray Lions Club.
An eight bottle carton of 16 ounce
Pepsi-Cola is listed as selling for 69
cents with bottles in the ad for Storey's
Food Giant this week.

141

Niers To The Editor

Importance Of Voting
ir Sir
have been asked if I plan to vote on
:ember 4th. Indeed, 1 do! Although
. husband I will be away from home
day, we sha41 cast our votes by
entee ballot. Why is voting import ' The franchise of the vote is one of
r
most precious freedoms,
,aranteed both by constitutional and
itutory law. It is the vote that sets our
inocracy apart from other nations of
:•e world and assures that our govern7tent is of the people.
Furtlivinore. I shall east my vote to
elect President Carter. Why? First,
use of his personal qualities. Presiot Carter is endowed with an
• usually bright mind. In addition, he
applied himself to make the most of
abiltties. He is well-educated and
s succeeded in multi-careers. His ex' riences have given him first-hand
,owledge about people of all types —
.eir concerns and their problems.
President Carter is a devoted family
in. Ills integrity is impeccable. He is
-.idest, eourageous, compassionate.
is energetic, working tirelessly to
alter facts. He has the ability to think
rough difficult problems and reach
aind conclusions based on focts..He
,ssesses the self-control, patience and
-illirigness to reach difficult
treements. He his the capacity and
. sire to communicate with others.
Second, President Carter's perfor.ance in his first term will go down in
story as highly successful on impor. at matters. He has kept our nation at
.ace and has been a prime force in
clueing tensions among other nations.
s mastery of the complex issues inlying other nations is phenomenal.
• is aware that lurking in the
ckground is the threat of nuclear
That is his primary reason for suprting SALT II. It serves American
eurity interests and will prevent.
'clear devices from becoming oblete even before they are completed.
• .is will reduce wasteful spending of
x.siollars.. President Carters' record
-. spending for the military is very
. and.
President Carter has taken a hard
eon conservation of energy. Difficult
-s-the problem is, his energy package is
,owing beneficial results. Of special
terest to Kentuckians is his promotion
' the Use of coal. The other side of the
MisThat he takes a strongposition on
iviromnentaTprotection, realizing for
-e long run, a healthy environment is
t important as current production of
unestic fuels.
President Carter has-not been as sucessful in correcting problems of the
eonomy as he would like to have been.
in the other hand, the question arises
..-nuld any one man have done better?
coday our leading professional
••conomists are unable to come up with
- mmediate solutions because employ.nent and inflation are long range,cornlex problems. Measure's to reduce
'nernployinent fuel inflation, as Presi-

dent Carter learned when he took action
to create millions of new.jobs. We have
to live with sonic of each. No doubt, the
jobless breadwinner would prefer some
income even at the expense of paying
more for his bread.
Why the high level of unemployment?
It is primarily the young adults, products of the "post World War II baby
boom," who are unemployed. The fact
is, just too many people entered the
labor force for the economy to absorb
them. This problem is largely selfcorrecting. With most of that group now
in the job market,they will fill positions
that arise in the future with fewer
young people coming along to compete.
President Carter recognizes that we
will always have difficult problems. He
is, nevertheless, optimistic about the
future and his great confidence in the
American people. He covets human
rights and dignity of life for,all.
We should re-elect President Carter
because he is experienced in the
presidency; he has learned a great
deal. Furthermore, he will have the
assistance of top flight men and women.
he has attracted to positions of importance. He will have eminently qualified,
experienced vice-president in Walter
Mondale.
Our nation deserves to have an experignced, intelligent, energetic,
dedicated president. President Carter
is willing and deserves a second term,
which, I am convinced, will be very effective.
My sincerest thanks to you, Mr.
Editor, for making this forum
available.
Yours truly,
Kathryn R. Carman
505 South llth Street
Murray, KY 42071

Garrott's Galley

Ma

Embarrassment
Dear Editor:
As is the Murray tradition, the
homecoming parade Saturday, Oct. 18,
was tremendous. The organizations,
fraternities, and businesses of Murray
really outdid themselves in bringing a
wonderful show to the citizens.
There was, however, one bad note
among the participating entries. I was
appalled at the exhibition of the
Hawaiian Tropic Corp. as one of their
tractors-trailers passed by with a halfnaked woman painted on the side. I was
embarrassed for my wife, her family,
members of my congregation, and
every woman present at the parade.
As a local pastor, I personally feel
that they need to reevaluate advertising policies and that those responsible
for the admittance of this parade exhibit owe the citizens of Murray an
apology for their extremely poor judgement.
Sincerely Greg Burton,
Dexter Baptist Church
Dexter, Ky.
•

Are you, still collecting aluminum
cans for recycling to help toward the
Murray High School band's trip to New
Yuri and Macy's 'thanksgiving Day
parade in December?
Good! They still need 'em and just
looking around, there are plenty of
them yet to be picked up.
I've become almost as aware of them
as Joe Pat James, watcing the sides of
the road and streets for them and coming to sudden halts to pick them up. The
inside of my old car smells like Gussie
Busch's office.
. Late one evening last week, I took a
plastic bag and collected 132 aluminum
cans from alongside Glendale from 641
South to 121 on the east.
I've done this before — not in any
organized collection effort-but merely
to police up the place a bit — and it
always is interesting to see the reflection of Murray's drinking preferences
in those discarded cans, 48 of which
were beer cans.
++++++
For example, Busch's beer apparently is still the big favorite of local
• drinkers. I found 21 of its cans.
Budweiser, also a Busch product, was
next with 12. Both have been leaders in
my earlier collections along the same
route.
Pabst Blue Ribbon was next with
seven cans, followed by Miller's With
six, two of the "lite" variety. Drewey's
and Stroh's had one can each, leading
me to believe that, apparently, local
drinkers haven't been too greatly influenced by the young man in the TV
commercials who is shown riding
around with a couple cases of Stroh's
strapped on the luggage rack of his
sports car.
s+++++-tEvidentally, Coca Cola is still the big
soft drink favorite if -my refuse
research means anything. I picked up
20 of its cans. Surprisingly, Mountain
Dew was next with 14, and Mr. Pibb
close behind with 13.
Dr. Pepper, two of which were sugarfree, and Pepsi Cola were next, each
with eight cans, and five people had
tossed Mello Yellow — whatever that is
— cans into the ditches. Sprite was next
with three cans.
"Me and My RC" were separated in
two cases, and three also were two cans
each for Root Beer and Fanta, grape
flavored. One can turned up for each of
Tab, Kich, Orange Crush, Nehi
(strawberry flavored and 7-Up.
That was it this time, all 132 cans of
them.

r:omment On Payroll Tax
to the Editor & Murray Council
.Members:
In response to your article on a
payroll tax for our city and enthusiasm
from some of our city fathers for such a
tax let me say that unless this tax applies TO lit residents of Murray don't count my rote. As this proposal is
..„,itated only those people working in the
corporate limits will be taxed. That
crieans those working at Fisher Price,
Goodrich,. S.K. .Alloys, Penwalt,
T.V.A., teaching school ( other than
Murrayi‘ity ), etc. would pay no taxes.
This works out that,a very high percentinge,- probably 50 to 60 percent of our

Express Appreciatimt
.To Whom It May Concern:
• Many times we fail to express oueappreciation for unselfish devotion to our
hospital staff in caring for the ill or injured of our community. Recently my
Wife spent nearly two months in the
Murray.Calloway.County Hospital with
a severe illness. I want to express my
sincere appreciation to the complete
hospital staff and all our friends for
iheir concern and encouragement.
David Foley
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neighbors would pay nothing at all.
You say our insurance rates will go
up without our fireman, maybe 2 or 3
percent residential, which is true but let
me state flatly my Insurance increase
will in no way come close to my yearly
tab of 2 percent gross payroll tax. When
the 2 percent figure is used stop and
think what that really means — 242 to 3
percent of take home pay, that means 2
percent of your federal income tax, 2
percent of your social security tax, 2
percent of your state income tax, all
money you never see. There are those
who say without a paid fire dept. Industry won't come to Murray. Let me
say they won't come to the City of Murray with a fire dept., because they will
locate in the county. A paid Fire Dept.
is not a necessity because as the Mayor
says Elizabethtown is volunteer and
their city is larger than Murray.
You say all our neighboring towns are
doing it. So what! Maybe this explains
some of their stagnated no growth. No
council Members I do not want another
unfair tax and if that means the Fire
Dept. goes, so be it, and bring on the
volunteers. The city I hail from, Martin, Tenn. still has a Volunteer Fire
Dept., and may I add those volunteers
also built their new fire station and are
proud of it. They would not consider suing the city for overtime pay or
anything else, lest we forget.
One question our council members
need to answer when they saddle a few
of us with an unfair tax. If revenue
sharing is reinstated the first of the
year what are you folks going to clO with
all the money? I know they are not going to do away with their new growing
tax rate. I would guess by saying city
government will grow and proliferate
more.
The resident workers of Murray do
have a whoice of this unfair tax is imposed upon us. We can remember when
we go to the polls to vote for those who
feel or think as we do.
Thank Vol
Charles W. Adams
1704 Magnolia
Murray,Ky. 42071

I've reached
▪the conclusion that you
can learn a lot from the aluminum cans
you pick up. especially the beer cans.
Most of them have been drained bone
dry. indicating real beer drinkers
downed then and thoughtlessly tossed
• the cans aside. Viii know the type.
Then there are those that still have a
lot of the stuff left in them — some half
or tmost full - when you pick 'em up. I

•

learned this the wet way, picking them
up and stacking them on one arm only
have the stinking stuff spill out, down
and over my coat and breeches.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Drinking to excess is hardly a
modern problem. Some scholars
believe that grain was first fermented
in Neolithic villages at least 10,000
years ago — and that women invented
intoxicating brews.
Whether or not this is true, it is certain that the Roman author Tacitus,
writing in the first century of the Christian era, commented upon the drinking
habits of the Germans. In Germania, he
wrote:
To pass an entire day and night in
drinking disgraces no one. Their
quarrels, as might be expected
.with intoxicated people, are
seldom fought out with mere
abuse, but commonly with
wounds and bloodshed.
Although Tacitus found the German
tribesmen praiseworthy in most
respects — and held them up as models
to his Roman countrymen — he did note
that their love of drinking often caused
them to "be overcome by their own
vices as easily as by the arms of an
enemy."

It's hard to picture a real, honest-to
goodness, hard-drinking beer buzzler
pitching one away without finishing it
off.
This kind of pickup indicates to me
that the particular can was in the hand
of someone who really didn't like the
stuff in the first place, but took one to
sip on or to hold in the hand during the
conversation simply because of peer
pressure.
Apparently, that's some sort of
present-day status symbol — sitting
around'or riding around with a can of
beer in your hand — but regardless of
who drank or tried to drink it, the band
boosters appreciate getting the can —
haIf-ful or empty — for recycling.
+++++
Both the city and county folks are to
be commended for the way in which
they have cooperated in this recycling
campaign.
I had a letter recently — an unsigned
letter — from a reader out in the county
saying what a good thing the aluminum
can pickup program was and how she
wished it would be continued indefinitely to help provide extra money for all
kinds of city and school programs.
I couldn't agree more.
So, keep those cans coming, folks!
You're doing just great. Your efforts
already have helped tremendously in
the fund-raising campaign, and the big
dumpster still is located on the corner
of Poplar-and South 4th to receive them.
Just dump'em in there!
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The Story Of
1822

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
1111711
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Without an incident of Civil Rights conflict in Calloway County
beyond limited vocal outbursts, citizens gracefully lived up to their
reputations as good citizens in a free America. Over a hundred
marchers did assemble at Douglass School and marched to court
square as a manifestation of respect to the memory and the burial
hour of Dr. Martin Luther King, assassinated black martyr to the
Civil Rights cause who was killed in Memphis April 4. Murray
flags were flown at half mast and MSU classes were dismissed during the mourning hour.
In larger cities Civil Rights parades and deadly confronfations
had occurred during the 1968 year of adjustments to comply with
the Supreme Court's adjudication. The one-man one-vote decision
had a political impact on Calloway County where one member of
the fiscal court represented 60 per cent of the total population
compared to six members altogether representing 40 per cent of
the voters, continuing the age-old cautiousness farm folks had for
town dwellers. To equalize the maldistribution of power in the
fiscal court, Mayor Holmes Ellis suggested a friendly suit April 11
to correct the embalance, a delicate political maneuver for the mayor
who was also manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association, a predominantly farm folks' organization.
In fulfillment of a pledge April 16 in a "Report to the People"
column of the Murray Democrat that the details of a strike vitally
affecting the future of the newspaper would be revealed in a book
covering the history of Calloway County at a later date, although
much later than originally proposed. Paradoxically, for a strike to
occur in a plant operated by a long-time member and advocate
of trade unionism would be pure fantasy. In this instance, it was
a conflict of controlling interests within the family rather than a
. the senior
disagreement over hours, wages and benefits. While
editor was publishing the Paris Democrat, a son, Edwin Jennings,
was publishing the Murray Democrat, which was experiencing financial hardships, no doubt, because of the drain of the Tennessee
publication on the resources of the Murray paper.. As a solution,
the'son proposed a corhplete turnover of the Murray newspaper
ownership to him whereby he might renovate and update the hot
lead production facilities more in harmony with the revolutionary
and expensive offset method of printing, involving heavy endebtedness. The mortgage,idea was not comfortable to the senior editor
who was retiring during tlie year under Social Security. The option
of striking the plant, shutting down operation, else transfer complete
ownership to the son, was made and Kerby accepted the strike;
To Be Continued

Pictured today are personnel of the
Murray Hospital with members of the
Murray Fire Department at a
demonstration on "using fire extinguishers" given by the firemen.
Deaths reported include Mrs. EdWin
Thurmond,41,and Richard Owens,4.
Leon Grogan, Randall Patterson,
Janet Like, Donna Grogan, Cecil Like,
and Evelyn Palmer are officers of the
Calloway County 4-H Council.
A Halloween carnival will be held
tonight at the New Concord Elementary
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie T. Lee announce
the engagement of their daughter, June
Fay, to Cleo Donald Colson, son of Mr.
knd Mrs. Prentice Colson. Don Overbey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Oyerbey, Sr., has been namecyon the editorial board of the Vanderbilt Law Review at Vanderbilt University School of Law, Nashville,Tenn.
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Work on the widening of East Main
Street from Fourth Street to the
railroad is now underway. The street
will now be 40 feet wide.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. B.
Scruggs and Mrs. K.C. Solomon.
Murray Fire Chief William 0.
Spencer and J. C. Maupin discussed the
power of inflamable liquids at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
World Community Day will be
observed here on Nov.3 with a program
at the First Methodist Church, according to Mrs. R. L. Wade, president of
the Council of Church Women United.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Bucy, Oct. 22, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carson, Oct.
22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Wilkinson, Oct. 22, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Elree Green,Oct. 23.
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Reagan's The Winner In Big Joe Poll
Of Workers And Farmers At Lunch
If this poll means anything, President
Carter-is in trouble in this traditionally
Democratic West Kentucl4 stronghold
next Tuesday.
Yesterday, while having lunch at Big
Joe's Restaurant on 121 North, Leroy
Eldridge and I took a poll of everyone in
the place at the time with regard to next
week's presidential election.
Our question was Simply this: "If you
were voting in the presidential election
today, for whom would you vote: Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan or John
Anderson."
Thirty-three unsigned ballots were
returned. Reagan got 17, Carter 11 and
Anderson 2. That's 51.6 for Reagan, 33.5
percent for Carter and 6 percent for
Anderson.
Three other votes were cast — one for
Big Joe himself, one for Wild Bill Jones •
and one declaring "none of the above."
It was as quiet as a church house for a
few minutes after the results were announced. Apparently, everyone was
surprised.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 28, the 302nd
day of 1980. There are 64 days left in the
year.
On Oct. 28, 1492, Christopher Columbus discovered Cuba on his first voyage
to the New World.
On this date:
In 1866, the Statue of Liberty was
dedicated in New York City harbor.
In 1922, Benito Mussolini marched on
Rome.
In 1962, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev announced he had ordered
the withdrawal hf Soviet missiles from
Cuba.
Ten years ago: American and Soviet
space officials signed an agreement to
develop mutually compatible rendevous and docking systems for their
spacecraft.
Five years ago: Gunmen denounced
Lebanon's politicaNaders and then
shot up the chamber of deputies in
Beirut, killing one man.
. One year ago: The government of
South Korea announced that the slaying
of President Park Chung-hee was the
result of a plot by intelligence chief Kim
Jae-kyu and five of his men and was not
an accident as originally announced.
Today's birthdays:. Scientist Jonas
Salk is 66. Actress Jane Alexander is 41. ''411t
Thought for today: Democracy reads
well, but it doesn't act well — George
Bernard Shaw, Irish-born playwright.
(1856-1950
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woo• wor. ..thatrefleets.E.arly Americana
has the sculptured look of richly-detailed mouldings, handcrafted cornices and graceful choir rails.
Happily, these Authentic Colonial designs can be
reproduced in today's homes with wood mouldings
and millwork readily available at local lumber
dealers and building supply centers.
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the lutchen is w t»i•
Wh,'i
I t, te of k
triangle is in the path of most
traffic through the room to adjacent areas, it becomes a don
ger section of the house. Con)
lane hot dishes, appliances,
kitchen utensils and traffic and
you have a potential for accidents. What is a work triangle"
It is fo'rined by lines connecting
the center fronts of the sink,
range and refrigerator. The
sum of the sides of the triangle,
engineers tell us, should not exceed 23 feet if maximum efficiency is to be achieved.
Keeping traffic out of the
work area and providing adequate clearance between fixtures and appliances is the
main objective of good kitchen
design. When a cabinet and an
appliance are opposite each
other, there should be a space
of at least.48 inches between
them. When they,are at right
angles to each other and separated by- a passageway, they
should be spaced a minimum of
30 inches apart. In an L-shaped
or U-shaped kitchen, the minium] edge distance between
an appliance and an adjacent
corner should be 9 inches from
the sink, 16 inches from a refrigerator and 14 inches from
the center of the nearest range
burner.
Ever notice how, in many
kitchens, a person standing in
front of the sink blocks the
light from the main electrical
fixture in the room? Thus, the
room may be fully and adequately lit except for the small
area of the,sink itself. The solution, if course, is a light
directly over the.siok, a common practice in reeent years,
but often neglected in older
houses.
How satisfied you are with
your remodeled kitchen depends almost entirely on how
well planned it was.

1 Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," -'which
Fan be obtained by sending
$1,50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 076661.
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Prices Reduced For Christmas
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
-Appliances Are Our eais' P.

NOWARO COY and JONN SIMMONS, OWNERS
7121 Main
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THE EXTERIOR OF THIS SPLIT-LEVEL house is finished in brick and wood siding. Inside, the family room is highlighted by a cathedral ceiling and a wood-burniqg fireplace.
There are three bedrooms in the private sleeping wing. Plan.
HAI I75K has 1,837 square feet. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
N.Y. 11507

Same Room Different View

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — .Our hot-water tank
makes a rumbling noise every'
now and then. Sometimes there
is a little -pop pop" that seems
to come froni the inside of the
tank, which is heated by *gas.
Can you tell me what might be
causing this?
Q. — It seems likely sediment has collected at the bottom of the tank. Do you drain
the tank two or three times a
year? If not, do so and see if
the noise disappears. Sometimes thiskind of note can be
the first sign that a new tank is
needed, esoecially - if the draining seems to do no good. Another possibility. is that the
temperature regulator is set too
high. If the noise continues
after the drainage procedure
and the regulator is set at 180
degrees, try lowering it to 160
or 140.

A. — No. And neither can
anybody else who doesn't make
a personal inspection. The price
will depend on how much remodeling is required, including
the installation of heating and
electrical lines and the necessity of insulation. You should be
able to find one or more contractors who will give you an
estimate without charging for
it.

THIS APARTMENT BEDROOM illustrates how personal
tastes can make the same room look quite different. At the
top, the room is a romantic bedroom — designed for a young
girl. At the bottom, the same room is a sophisticated
bedroom for an adult.
The first version oh the room
By BARBARA MAYER
is arranged for a young girl.
AP Newsfeatures
The bed is set in -an-alcove and
both bed and nook are covered
'There's a well-worn joke
with the same floral sprigged
about the suburbanite who
fabric which is repeated in a
comes home late after a night
pouffed curtain tied with ribon the town, tiptoes up the
bons.
stairs and into the bedroom,
Now suppose the family with
only to discover that he has
the daughter moves out and the
wandered into the wrong house
apartment is taken by a childand the wrong bedroom.
less couple. Out with the floral
This scenario may be good
patterns, toys and childish acfor a laugh. But it would never
cessories.
happen. We all put our personal
Instead, the same room and
stamp on the spaces we inthe same arrangement of
habit, no matter how similar
shelves and windows are given.
the facade. One step amiss the
a sophisticated black and rose
threshold is enough to recogcolor scheme with Oriental acnize the differences between
cessories.
one place and another.
Drama replaces whimsy in
An example of how personal
the room which is painted
choice can change the look of a
black and gets a black 1-inch
place may be seen in a room
blind over some storage shelves
which serves one function first
at one side of the window and a
and then, later, another.
white and gold stripe blind at
A typical city apartment bedthe window.
room, it can change its look
Showing the one room decocompletely according to the colrated in two different ways ilors and patterns and acceslustrates the point that a consories used to furnish it --- even
sumer can dictate the feeling of
though the basic furniture and
a room by choosing appropriate
function of the room remain the
colors, patterns and accessame.
sories.

Remove Odors and
Moisture With a
NuTone Exhaust Fan!

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
,

NuTone OT-110 OtheTTest
(For bathrooms up to 105 SC1 tl other rooms rol3SW It )When you
want eitra quiet and added power,

•
-•
•
•

For kitchen, bath. laundry & den
Quiet, powerful operation
Simple. easy to install
Attractive styling

Only
Now $5580

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206E.,
Main

753-8194
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it will serve the same purpose
Is this true?
A. — Maybe, but, if you are
not an expert at this, you may
damage the veneer, or, at the
very least, ruin the finish. Go
back to the method that worked
in the past even if it takes longer. Incidentally, one way to
help get rid of the old cement
. is to place sandpaper between
the veneer and the base, rubbing back and forth as best you
can, using the flat part of a
putty knife to assist you.

Q. — We need extra room
and are thinking about converting part of our two-car garage into additional sleeping
quarters. The garage is connected to the house by a
breezeway. Can you tell us how
much it would cost to make
such a conversion?

Radio's

History

You can achieve room-divider
status for the piano and yet
make it a spectacular accessory by covering it with mirror
tiles, said Bob Rubenstein, a
Miami designer
From the "flaunt it" school
come these suggestions, Set the
piano on a raised platform to
make it a focal point in the
room. If the raised platform
doesn't work, the same effect
can be achieved by lowering
the ceiling directly over the piano.
Lighting can be used to highlight the piano without any
structural changes at all. Directional lights of either a soft,
pink quality or a harder, more
diamond-like light can shine
directly on the piano, giving it
either a soft or hard look, as
desired.
Cynthia Ruhaak, a Chicago
designer, suggests the piano be
considered a kind of sculpture.
She positions a grand piano
where its curved shape will

in•
I 1 C.') 4

Q. — Our dining-room table
has a wood veneer top. The veneer has come loose at one end.
Years ago I had the same
trouble with another table. It
took quite a bit of effort to lift
up- the end or the verieiF very
carefully, scrape off the old
glue and then reglue the thin
layer back into place. I would
like to avoid that tedious process this time. It has been suggested to me that if I wet the
old glue, then steamrn veneer
with a bet iron over'a wet cloth
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Adelle Faulkner, a Hollywood
designer, has a similar idea
Take the legs off the piano and
build it into the wall; allowing
only the keyboard to protrude
into the room, she suggests.
Another of her ideas is to use
the piano as a kind of room
divider, covering its back with
a suitable fabric, if feasible.
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There are 30 nallion pianos in
the United States But many of
them are gathering dust in
Anierican homes, unplayed, unloved and ignored.
In a move to end this piano
obscurity - and in hope of increasing sales
the National
Piano Manufacturers Association has begun showing consumers how to integrate a piano into a decorating scheme.
The association
recently
asked a number of interior designers for suggestions on decorating around a piano What
emerged from the exercise are
two different categories of decorative possibilities.
One group of ideas might be
considered part of the "flaunt
it" school of piano decorating.
It calls for emphasizing the piano by treating it as a piece of
sculpture. A second type of decorative possibility is to integrate the piano into the room
as part of a musical wall system or a room divider, for example.
Emily Malino, a designer
based in Washington, emphasizes the piano as an integral
part of the living-room furniture. She suggests fitting an upright piano into a wall and surrounding it with built-ins as
part of a home-entertainment
wall. Paint the piano the same

&HIS occur.

stand out, jutting into the room
If the living room or family
room will not stretch to include
a piano, consider putting it in
the dining room, said several
designers. All in all, dining
rooms are not much in demand
for formal sit-down dinners
Rethinking the space to make it
a room for entertaining or a
music room is a good idea for
some people.
When choostrig an arrangement to include a piano, make
sure to consider the instrument's physical needs.
Guard especially against , exposure to abrupt changes in
temperature which damage the
mechanism. Eliminate as locations places next to frequentlyopened outside doors or in front
of a picture window, heating
duct or radiator. The ideal is a
constant temperature of 72 degrees Fahrenheit and 40 percent humidity.
•
Piano manufacturers suggest
having a piano tuned four tunes
the first year you own it. After
that, a twice-yearly tuning is
adequate
Don't set drinks or flowers on
a piano. Spilled liquids cause
metal parts to rust and wood
parts to stick. Have the piano
professionally cleaned about
once every three years. And to
keep it sounding good, play it
often. Frequent use prevents
dust from accumulating and retards rust.
You can expect p piano
bought new to last about 40
years. And although piano sizes
vary they do tend to be large,
since a good tone requires a
fairly sizeable minimum length
of string and soundboard size.
There, are two basic piano
types: grands and uprights.
Grands, come in several sizes..
from five to nine feet and cost
an estimated 66,000 to 616,000
new and 61,500 and $8,000 used.
The upright types are studio
pianos i the largest from 44
inches up), consoles and spir.ets. Spinets, from 36 to 38
inches high, are the smallest:
pianos to be found. Prices for
new uprights range from about
61,200 for a spinet) to about
$4,000. Used upright pianos are
often found in. the 6500 to $100
category
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color as the built-ins and it will
blend right into the room, she
says.

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
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If inure than one person does
the cooking or is in Wilke other
way connected with kitchen activities, a compromise decision
may.be necessary. The heights
of cabinetsi-rounters and foodpreparation centers, as well as
the location of certain appbantes, are all involved with
such subjects.
In making changes to conform to the height of either a
tall or short person, be sure
they are not drastic. For instance, a 36-inch-high counter is
standard: Change that a couple
of inches either way and it will
hardly be noticed except By the
person who is working in the
kitchen. Change it any more,
either way, and a potential boy-,.
er some time in the future may
see that the counters are too
high or too low and balk at purchasing the house even if everything else is satisfactory.
Kitchens, real-estate brokers
will tell you, must satisfy the
family cook if sales are to be
made.
Much attention must be given
to the elimination of hazards
that can cause accidents, since

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Which is the most remodeled
area of the house" If you
guessed either the attic or the
basement, as might be the natural inclination, you're wrong.
It's the kitchen. More money is
spent on kitchen remodeling
than any other type of home
unprovement.
Lest you think that's simply
because redoing a kitchen costs
more than other home projects,
be reminded that kitchen remodeling'is also the leader numerically; that is, the kitchen
is redone more than any other
room or area regardless of
cost.
A kitchen necessarily must
be -altered to suit the preferences of the person who does
most of the cooking. It nou.st
take into consideration that
person's likes and dislikes regarding efficiency and appearance. It must even include the
matter of that person's height
and such a seemingly , in-'
significant fact as to whether.
he or she is right- or left-handed.

1
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52-Yard Field Goal Sparked MSU Victory

OVC Picks Lancaster As Rookie Of Week
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)
Murray State kicker Jeff Lancaster was named Monday the
Ohio Valley Conference rookie
of the week.

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

Lancaster kicked a 52-yard
field goal Saturday that pro7vided the winning points in
Murray State's 13-10 defeat of

JEFF LANCASTER

Akron. Lancaster is a
freshman from Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Named OVC offensive

player of the week was
quarterback Don Reeves of
Morehead State.
A sophomore from Vienna,
W.Va., Reeves rushed for 84
yards and two touchdowns in
Morehead State's 31-29 loss to
Tennessee Tech. He aLSo completed 13 passes for 160 yards.
Linebacker Kent Pettyjohn
of Tennessee Tech earned
mention as OVC defensive
player of the week.
Pettyjohn,from Tunnel Hill,

Ga., had 16 tackles, six
assists, a tackle for loss and a
pass breakup in Tech's victory.

Conference players are
chosen each week by staff
members of the OVC office in
Nashville.

MSU Women Take Three'
JEFF GARDNER

GINO GIBBS
The Murray State women's ron, 6-0, 6-3; Sherryl Rouse Horning def. Pridgentennis team swept another def. Mary Stringer, 6-0, 6-0; Crompton, 6-2, 6-2; Eiddef. Ha lk othree matches during the past Mary McNicholas def. Julie Outland
Bullington, 6-2, 6-4; Rouseweekend to raise its season
Landis,6-2, 6-0.
record to 18-1.
Doubles Results - Spencer- McNicholas def. DoddThe wins came by scores of Horning def. Epping-Bolster, Richardson,6-0,6-1.
7-2 over Mississippi Universi- 7-6, 7 6; Eid-Kathy Outland
MSU 8, Western Kentucky 1
ty for Women,9-0 over Arkan- ,lost to Roche-Dorron, 7-6, 6-0;
Singles Results - Fran
sas State and 8-1 over Western
Rouse-McNicholas def. Kim
Spencer def. Sandy Leslie, 3-6,
Kentucky.
Bogan-Stringer,6-2, 6-4.
6-2, 7-6; April Horning def.
The Lady Racers will be goBetsy Bogden,6-2,6-1; Jorunn
ing next to Louisville for the
MSU 9, Arkansas State 0
Kentucky Women's InterSingles Results - Fran Eid def. Neuge Osgenel, 4-6, 7collegiate Championships this Spencer def. Vanessa 6, 6-1; Carla Ambrico def.
Friday and Saturday.
Pridgen, 6-1, 6-2; April Horn- Susan Bradley, 6-0, 6-2; Sher'
ing def. Karen Crompton, 6-0, ryl Rouse def. Laurie Leslie,6MSU 7, Mississippi University 6-1; Jorunn Eid def. Paula 1, 6-1; Mary McNicholas def.
for Women 2
Halko, 6-4, 6-2; Carla Arnbrico Crista Riley,6-2,6-0.
Doubles Results-SpencerSingles Results - Fran
def. J.J. Bullington, 6-0, 6-0;
Spencer def. Kay Epping, 6-0, Sherryi Rouse def. Kathy Horning lost to S. Leslie6-0; April Horning def. Maria
Dodd, 6-0, 6-0; Mary Osgenel, 6-1, 6-4; Eid-Outland
Cindy lost to L. Leslie-Bogden,6-2,6McNicholas
def.
Bolster, 6-3, 6-3; Jorunn Eid
3; Rouse-McNicholas def.
lost to 'Laura Roehe, 6-0, 6-0;
Richardson,6-0, 6-1.
Carla Ambrico def. Linda DorDoubles Results - Spencer- Bradley-Riley,6-4, 6-1.

THE INJURIES PILE UP - Murray State defensive tackle Rick Lanpher is helped off the
field after straining his knee during the Akron game.

NISUANKU Telecast Chances Dimming

Kidd Could Try Antics
To Scare Racers To Loss
Was one scare for Murray
State enough' Has Roy Kidd
prepared his Eastern Kentucky football team for the
game of the year against Mur. rayc State? •
These and many more clues=
. tions will be answered when
the Racers visit Eastern this
- coming Saturday for the Colonels' Homecoming.
No less battered than they'
have been all season despite
the return of Terry Love and
Mike Watson, the Racers are
entering one of those after-,
noons in sports when what
happens on and off the practice field before the game
could have the final bearing on
the outcome.
After running into the first
of two straight meatgrinders
in the presence of one . very.
physical Akron team, which
relieved MSU defensive tackle
Rick Lanpher from possibly
playing this week, the Racers
have to be willing to stick their
heads back into one at
Eastern.
Added to that is the fact that
Kidd cannot have put his.
-suspicions that his headphones were bugged last year.
too far behind him.
And if Kidd has not putts
imagined reasons for losing a
24-7 decision to the Ohio Valley

Conference champions before
his team turned around.and
captured the NCAA Division IAA national championship,
the rest of this week should get
pretty steamy indeed.
1011 not win
Kidd definitely'
any accolades for his popularity in Murray, but it is also
doubtful that he is dwelling
about that - Kidd just wants
to beat Murray State, which is
once again tied for the top spot
in this week's Division I-AA
poll.
. If Kidd has been pointing his
team toward this game, the
Colonels sure did expend some
unnecessary effort in taking
Western Kentucky down to the
last minutes before losing, 1310, this past Saturday.

Eastern-Western, MurrayEastern, Murray-Western they have all become the more
•meaningful rivalries in the
OVC races during the past few
Years.
But now ABC-TV has put a
bite into that sequence by
deciding to televise the
at
Kentucky
Western
Morehead State game this
Saturday. The decision was
made amid hopes that the
MSU-WKU game here would
be televised, possibly causing
it to be moved up a week.

ON SALE

Our selection hos never
been better - dozens of
styles ot hug saviOgs
This month only

FREE

1411 STAR PINDANT

Gibbs and Gardner were named the MSU offensive and
defensive players of the week, respectively, while Houk
and Hopkins were named co-players of the week for the
specialty teams.

RONALD HOPKINS

TOMMY HOUK

UCLA Moves Into Second Behind Alabama
Georgia, Florida State, North
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Carolina, Southern California,
AP Sports Writer
Texas dropped out of the na- Nebraska and Ohio State all
tional championship picture moved up one position along
after suffering its first defeat with Baylor, which jumped
of the season while UCLA, from 1.1th place to 10th.
UCLA, a 32-9 winner over
Notre Dame and Georgia
moved up to contest California, received the other
Alabama's bid for an un- eight first-place votes and
precedented third consecutive 1,222 points. Last week,
college football crown in to- Alabama led Texas 57-2 in
first-place ballots and 1,250-day's Associated Press poll.
The Crimson Tide of 1,147 in points with 63 panelists
Alabama led the 'rest of the- --Participating while UCLA was
pack for the seventh week in a -third with four firstplace votes
row with 57 of 65 first-place and 1,108 points.
Third-place Notre Dame
votes and 1,T$9 of a possible
1,300 points by defeating defeated Arizona 20-3 and
Southern Mississippi 42-7 and received 1,141 points while
knocking the Golden Eagles Georgia earned 1,105 for
out of The AP Top Twenty blanking Kentucky 27-0. Then
after their first appearance came Florida State with 985
points after downing Memphis
ever in the ratings.
However, Texas was upset State 24-7.
20-6 by Southern Methodist
North Carolina received 940
and skidded from second points for trouncing East
place all the way to 12th.
Carolina 31-3, idle Southern
UCLA, Notre battle, Cal pulled down 859 points,

Nebraska crushed Colorado
45-7 and totaled 852 points,
Ohio State shut out Wisconsin
21-0 and earned 771 points and
Baylor turned back Texas
Christian 21-6 and received
719.
The nation's six remaining
unbeaten-untied teams are
Alabama, UCLA, Notre
Dame, Georgia, North
Carolina and Baylor.
The Second Ten consists of
Pitt, Texas, Penn State, South
Miss our
Carolina,
Oklahoma, Brigham Young,
Michigan Southern Methodist
and Purdue.
Last week, it was Baylor,
Pitt, Penn State, South
Carolina, Arkansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma, Washington,
Brigham Young and Southern
Mississippi.
However, Arkansas lost to
Houston 24-17, Waiiiington
was upset by Navy 24-10 andSouthern Mississippi bowed to

Alabama.
Meanwhile, Michigan whipped Illinois 45-14 and returned
to the rankings after a
fourweek absence,SMU made
it back after a two-week lapse

by defeating Texas and Purdue reappeared for the first
time in seven weeks by downing Michigan State 36-25: All
three newcomers have 5-2
records..

Tournaments Begin
In Soccer League
In the.' Murray-Calloway
County Soccer- League games
during the past week, the
Sting and the Chiefs of the Upper Division played to a 1-1 tie
on Thursday before both came
back for 5-1 and 3-0 wins,
respectively, on Sunday.
The Sting's Arthur Wulff
and the Chiefs' Mark Waldrop
scored their teams' single
goals in the first game.

for second with seven each:
The Aztecs were next with
three, followed by the Kicks
and the Chiefs with two
apiece.
On Saturday, the Sting was
tied by the Fury, 3-3, while the
Aztecs and the Cosmos played
to a 2-2 standoff and the Kicks
edged the Chiefs, 2-1.
In the first round of the tournament on Sunday, the Aztecs
and the
Wulff came back to score got by the Kicks, 3-2,
clipped the Chiefs, 1-0.
two more along with Tim Fury
For the Aztecs, Gregory
Lewis while Kevin Wolf added
winning
one in the 5-1 win over the Gilbert scored the
second overtime.
Rowdies, whose goal was goal in the
Mickey Jones and Andy
scored by Mike Muehleman.
Rickman also scored for the
For the Chiefs, Isaac winners while Justin Crouse
Shroeder, Mark Waldrop and
had both of the Kicks' goals.
Jimmy Brannon accounted for
The Fury's solo goal was
all the goals while goalie Mark scored by Chris Dill while
West got the shutout over the Kenny Grace got credit for the
Aztecs.
shutout.
The Lower Division concludThe second round of the
ed its regular season on Satur- tournament will be this comday as the Sting finished as the ing Saturday as the Aztecs
top team with nine points, with face the Sting and the Fury
the Cosmos and the Fury tied plays the Cosmos.

Conspicuous absences from
the MSU lineup against Akron
were abundant as tailback
Lindsey Hudspeth's recovery
from an ankle, while not
broken, has also been a slow
one.
By WILL GRIMSLEY .......knocks off New England, They've had costly injuries
Also, Jim Dunaway injured
AP Special Correspondent
which had won five in a row. but Chuck Noll is the kind of
his knee in practice last week
The topsy-turvy pro football It's a crazy season."
coach who can keep them
and fullback Kenny Davis is
Shula attributed the 1980 in- together."
working his way back from season is no more perplexing
If modesty had permitted,
the knee injury he suffered to the average fan and bettor consistencies to a combination
than to the coaches of factors-astute selection in Shula could have added:
against Middle Tennessee.
Receiving threat Charles themselves-the veteran Don the college draft, injuries to "Also keep an .eye on the
key personnel on the tradi- Dolphins."
Ponder has been unable to Shula,for one.
"It's a funny kind of year - tionally stronger teams and
return since he --t out after
is
beating motivation.
the fourth gaisie with a e-erybody
"We can thank Bert Bell
everybody else," commented
shtulder separation.
When those injuries are add- the the Miami Dolphins' 50- (former commissioner) for
ed to the giant gap left in the year-old tactical wizard, who ketping the game cominterior of the offensive lines is bearing down on the 200- petitive," the Miami coach
with Vernon Broadnax and victory mark and working on said. "He originated the
Lanpher gone, there is little the best winning percentage system of helping the poorer
teams by giving them first
wonder why MSU head coach ever in the game.
the draft.
Mike Gottfried knows he has
"It's a bit strange to look up choices in
"We had fewer teams back
the job of the year in prepar- and see the (Pittsburgh)
more good players
ing for Eastern.
Steelers in third place, having then and
brought in. It's diflost four games. The could be
Casting Kidd as the villain (Philadelphia) Eagles are 7-1 ferent now. You have one pick
and Gottfried as the appointed and Buffalo is tied with New out of the first 28. You can't afford to make a mistake.
slayer of the villain would not England at 6-2.
-You can see what Billy
be too difficult, in light of their
"On the other hand, New Sims, who may be the best
previous encounters.
Orleans, which appeared to
- But in today's world of have everything turned running back in the league,
shades of grey rather than around a year ago, hasn't won has done for Detroit. Joe
pure black and white, it would a game while Detroit, which Cribbs has been a great asset
a much better idea to ap- had real problems in 1979, is to Buffalo. Look how Tampa
Bay turned everything around
preciate all the gamemanship leading its conference."
last year - with a spot here
that is likely to begin brewing
Shula's own Dolphins, who and a spot there.
as the week unfolds as part of
had a perfect 17-0 mark in 1972
"There's no breathers any
BOB BLAKE
the psychology of sports.
and forged a phenomenal 32-2 more - any one team is
record over the 1972-73 capable of beating any other,
We are pleased to announce the addition of
Tickets are still available
seasons with two Super Bowl reecore to the contrary."
for the Eastern Kentucky
victories, have been victims of
Shula, based on teams he's
game at $5 apiece.
the
National Football played and seen on TV, is unThere are also. tickets left
to our staff in the position of SALES MANAGER, effective
League's dizzying roller- willing to make any Super
for Austin Peay the next week
Monday, October 20th. Bob, former Pontiac dealer in
coaster.
'
Predictions.
Bowl
at $4, the Western Kentucky
Mayfield, invites his many friends and former customers to
a
has
done
The
Vermeil
"Dick
Dolphins
brought
a
4-3
game here at $5 for reserve
call on him at. . .
at
job
record
into
tremendous
New
York's
Shea
bleacher seats and at $4 for
he
Philadelphia,"
,general admission, and for the Stadium Monday night to face
the 1-6 Jets after being mauled acknowledged. "Ile hi" a
MSU exhibition basketball
34-0 by ...the New England strong, defense an,; an exgame with the England 'Fiat
Patriots two week's ago. '
plosive, offense with Ron
team at $5, $4 and $3.
"We snapped back to beat Jaworski at quarterback. New
All tickets can be purchased
Buffalo, a vastly improved England is very . physical.
in Room 211 of Roy Stewart
753-5315
team," he said."Then Buffalo Don't count the Steelers out.
MURRAY
1406 MAIN
Stadium.

Topsy-Turvy World Of NFL
Has Produced Strange Results
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ABC's decision was made,
according to Murray State
Vice-President Marshall Gordon, because Morehead's
Jayne Stadium has lights,
which Eastern's Hanger Field
does not have.
A story in The CourierJournal today also reported
that this decision by ABC
reduces the chances of having
the Western Kentucky game,
scheduled for November 22
before the speculation about a
change in the date, televised
here.

MSU Players Of The Week
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Beating Cosell Almost More Important

& Times

Week
nference players are
m each week by staff
,bers of the OVC office in

JEFF GARDNER

The Week
the MSU offensive and
spectively, while Houk
rs of the week for the

Jets Turn Back Dolphins, 17-14
the New York defense which
By BI(UCE LOWITT limited Miami's total offense'
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API — to just 167 yards before the
Beating Howard Cosell Mon- Dolphins mounted their two
day night seemed to. be more scoring drivesin the final 6:21,important to the New York noted: "Monday Night FootJets than beating the Miami hall is a big factor. Cosell is a
big factor. He gets on the TV,
Dolphins.
After they had turned back__ he can tear you apart. We
Miami, 17-14, losing their first didn't want that to happen."
shutout in four years only in
Dierking, though, looked at
the final minute, the Jets the television exposure a
little
targeted the ABC sportscaster more positively. "We've
got a
as a prime motivator.
whole nation which hasn't
"I guess it shut Howard up seen us," he
said. "This was a
for a little while," said Jets chance for
us to start all over
quarterback Richard Todd, again in
front of the whole
whose run-oriented attack
country."
enabled New York to build a
The victory was, in fact, a
- 17-0 lead on Scott Dierking's 1yard sweep, Todds's own 16- rebirth of sorts for the Jets, a
yard scramble and Pat preseason pick by many to win
Leahy's 4B-yard field goal. "If the American Conference's
we had lost, he would have East Division title. and by
found fault with everything we some to reach the Super Bowl.
Their season, though, is a
had done."
Then, sarcastically reflec- shambles at 2-6, the worst in
ting on the chorus of boos the conference.
which greeted the Jets' first
"We're better than our
appearance on the field and record," Todd said. "This
the number of anti-Cosell ban- time we didn't do anything
ners in the Shea Stadium stupid. No penalties. No missstands, Todd 'suggested: ed assignments. Just drove it
"Howard's not as well liked as right down • their throats.., it
we are, but he deserves it. It's sure feels good to win one at
self-made."
home. Heck, we were 1-6. It
Joe Klecko, the right end on feels good to win one

anywhere."
clung us drive down the field.'
critical situations.'
F'or Miami it was a very
The second New York drive,
Woodley couldn't disagree.
costly loss. A victory would "The first time we had the ball covering 74 yards in 14 plays,
have kept them within a game we went in for a touchdown chewed up another six
of New England and Buffalo, (on a 28-yard pass to Joe minutes, and ended with 59
who share the AFC East lead. Rose) but it was called back seconds left in the first half
"We had a real opportunity to (on tackle Jon Giesler's when T(Kid, unable to find a
stay in the race, but now we're holding penalty). Then it receiver, sprinted down the
back to 4-4," Coach Don Shula seemed every drive, left sideline, crashed over corsaid.'"We missed an excellent something went wrong. That's nerback Gerald Small at the 5
opportunity to be up there."
part of the game. You're sup- and sprawled over the goal
Todd completed 11 of 20 posed to overcome that. But line.
passes for 175 yards while we just ran out of time."
'The holes were just huge
David Woodley, the Miami
After
that
missed openings,'.' Dierking said of
rookie playing in place of Bob touchdown, safety Ken Schroy New York's first-half blockGriese, threw the ball 42 times of the Jets buried his team on ing, when he gained all of his
completing 22..for 224 yards. its own 1-yard line with an in- gamehigh 53 yards before
But 1M of those yards came in terception. But Todd'guided leaving leith a strained calf
the final 6'2-minutes when the New York the length of the muscle. 'It went just like it
Dolphins scored on an 11-yard field in 17 plays, the last one did in practice. The line was
pass to Tony Nathan with a Dierking's rightend sweep at opening up and all there was
minute left and — following a 1:19 of the second period to left for me was to run through
successful onside kick — cap the march. which took it."
Nathan's' I-yard dive 11 9:22.
Leahy had been on shaky
seconds from the final gun.
"Fantastic!" Klecko crow- ground because of his erratic
"Mixed emotions," Woodley ed."Ate up the whole quarter, place-kicking of late. But on
said. "I feel good coming up that drive. Just sat on the what turned out to be his must
With two touchdowns, but bad bench and watched our of- important kick of the night, he
because we came up short. fense put it to them. Just was perfect on the 48-yard
The bottom line is to win and it great!"
field goal which made it 17-0 at
doesn't matter how good your
8:29 of the final quarter.
"It's great when you can
performance is if you lose."
"I thought I would make.it
keep the ball away from the
Shula said Woodley "show- other team for seven of eight -- but, then, I always do,"
ed a lot of poise. ,He would
minutes," Dierking added. Leahy said. "I'm just glad it's
have looked a lot better if we 'All they can do is sit on the over. This is the toughest week
hadn't dropped a few passes in
bench getting cold and wat- I've ever had."

Ft. Campbell Take! No. 1 Ranking From Mayfield
RONALD HOPKINS

xbama

lefeating Texas and Pur:
reappeared for the first
in seven weeks by downMichigan State 36-25: All
e newcomers have 5-2

irds..

ts Begin
'ague

second with seven each.
Aztecs were- elct *Itli
)e, followed by the Kicks
the Chiefs with two
ice.
ri Saturday, the Sting was
by the Fury,3-3, while the
!cs and the Cosmos played
2-2 standoff and the Kicks
ad the Chiefs, 2-1.
1 the first round of the tourdent on Sunday, the Aztecs
by the Kicks, 3-2, and the
3,clipped the Chiefs, I-0.
or the Aztecs, Gregory
3ert scored the winning
1 in the second overtime.
;key Jones and Andy
kman also scored for the
ners while Justin Crouse
I both of the Kicks'goals.
he Fury's solo goal was
red by Chris Dill while
my Grace got credit for the
tout.
be second-round of the
rnament will be this cornSaturday as the Aztecs
e the Sting and the Fury
ys the Cosmos.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Piress Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Unbeaten Fort Campbell, the
defending Class 2A state football champion, thrashed
Caldwell County and took the
No. 1 ranking from Mayfield
in this Week's Associated
Press high school poll,
although the Cardinals were
big winners over Heath.
.The Falcons, 9-0, trounced
Caldwell . County 33-0 and
received four first-place votes
from sportswriters and broadcasters around the state.
Mayfield, meanwhile, improved to 8-1 with its 30-8 victory and landed six votes, but
lost the 2A top spot by a scant
six points.

Another frontrunner bit the
dust this week as Paintsville,
which- led the pack in Class A,
dropped a 19-7 decision to
Richmond Madison and fell to
No. 2. The Tigers, 7-2, were
replaced by Owen County, 7-1,
which tripped Hancodk County 28-6.
Elsewhere, Louisville
Bishop David, Paducah
Tilghman and Newport remained undefeated and continned to lead their respective
classes.
Bishop David, 9-0, blanked
Louisville Butler 16-0 and captured all nine votes in Jefferson County 4A. The loss,
Butler's first in nine starts,
dropped the Bears to third.
Moore. 94; moved up

cond after shading Western 10- votes in 3A. The Wildcats were
0.. Trinity,. 8-1, remained again followed by Woodford
fourth with a 12-7 victory over' County, also 9-0, which had
Eastern. St. Xavier, 7-2, rap- three votes after a 28-12 vicped Manual 14-0 and stayed at tory over Harrison County.
No.5.
Fort Thomas Highlands movTilghman, 8-0, routed War- ed up to third at 8-1 with a•19•41..
ren Central 36-7 and remained -decision over Covington
first in State 4A with, all 12 Holmes. Union County, 7-2,
votes. The rest of the 4A stan- received the remaining vote
dings remained the same: No. and advanced to ,No. 4 after
2 Owensboro, 8-1, tripped downing Henderson County 18Owensboro Catholic 21-14;
third-ranked Madison Central,
Franklin-Simpson, top9-1, thumped Jessamine Coun- ranked at 7-0 two weeks ago,
ty 26-12; fourthranked Bowl- fell to 7-2 and fifth place after
ing Green, 8-2, shut out • being whipped 27-0 by
Hopkinsville 17-0, and fif- Glasgow of 2A.
thranked Ashland, 7-3, blankThe victory didn't help the
ed Portsmouth,Ohio, 14-0.
Scotties, however. They -reNewport, 9-0, was idle last mained fourth in 2A behind
week- and grabbed eight of 12 - Fort Campbell, Mayfield and

Bardstown, 9-0, which got two
votes after thrashing
Washington County 27-0.
Pikeville remained fifth at 8-1
after edging Prestonsburg 1814. •
Owen County 'received
Seven votes to 'overtake Paintsville in Class A. Cumberland
landed two votes and remained third despite a 13-8 loss to
Whiteburg that dropped the
Redskin's to 9-1. Russellville,
7-2, inovedeup.to fourth with a
14-7 vietesysver-Trigg County. Richmond Mbdison, 6-3,
regained the rankings after a two-week hiatus by virtue of
its victory over Paintsville.
Berea, fourth-ranked last
week,fell to 8-2 with a 25-7 loss
to Harrodsburg. •

Astros Drop Bombshell By Firing Smith
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AF) — Tal
Smith, who orchestrated the
Houston Astros' rise from the
cellar to the 1980 National
League Western Division
championship, had every
reason to expect job security.
Smith was named president
and general manager of the
Astros in 1975 when the Astros
Finished 4314 games out of first
place. He hired Bill Virdon 17
days later and together they
took the Astros to the brink of
the World Series last season.
But Astros General Partner
John J. McMullen dropped a
bombshell Monday by firing
Smith, who said he was shocked to learn he had been replaced by former, New York
Yankee President and
General Manager Al Rosen.
"A person's performance is
what normally prevails,"

Smith said. "Even though we
came a run short of winning
the National League pennant
this year I still think it was a
very successful year for the
Astros and this franchise.
"I didn't really see any
grounds or any reason to suggest there would be anything
of this nature although I
recognize and -have recognized Mr. McMullen is the
general partner of this partnership that inherited my contract and my services and it is
his prerogative to employ
those people he feels comfortable with.
"And obviously he thought a
change was what he wanted.
He has known Al Rosen.
Whether that wasthe primary
consideration or not I really
don't know."
The Astros announced
Smith's dismissal in a tersely
worded statement handdelivered to the media.
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The statement said, in part: have a lame duck general elaborate. This was a deci"Under ,the terms of Mr. manager for a year."
sion that was not made yesterMcMullen refused to meet day...and it had nothing to do
Smith's contract, which had
with
the media Monday, but with the playoff. He's a fine
been executed by the former
owners, the Astros were re- scheduled a series of in- man and I'm sure he will find
quired to inform Mr. Smith dividual interviews today — an excellent job in baseball."
this year if they desired to sign limiting each to 15 minutes.
McMullen said.
Meanwhile,fans were,left to
a new contract with him when
Smith had been an integral
the present agreement ex- speculate as,to why McMullen part of the Astros resurgence
pired on November 30, next would dismiss Smith, who had and •'had devoted nearly 20
year.-..Dr. McMullen said that been an integral part of the years to the, development of
the decision had been made Astros' resurgence and had the franchise. •
not to seek a'new contract with devoted nearly 20 years to the
The only' public disagree:
development of the franchise.
Mr.Smith next year."
ment between Smith and
He said in a telephone inter- McMullen was over the recent
McMullen said in the statement that since the decision view late Monday, however, Natibnal League vote on the
had been made "we didn't that there were "philosophical designated hitter rule. Smith
think it in the best interests of differences" between him and favored the rule but abstained
the Astros or Tal himself to Smith --but
-f-rtair voting- --deca u Se
McMullen was against it.
There had been speculation
that the two men disgreed
over the signing of free agent
players, In one of The
mostitalkedabout free agent
deals of the off-season the
manager.
By HOWARD ULMAN
"Last summer I began to Astros signed pitcher Nolan
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (API — Ralph get itchy feet," said. Houk, Ryan to a fouryear, $1 million
Houk, cheerful and chomping who had retired to Florida. dollar a year contract.
on a cigar, says he wants to "You can only play golf so
have "a lot of fun" as new many days and fish,so many
manager of the Boston Red days and then you find
Sox. His players may not find yourself picking up the papers
his methods particularly en- and reading the box scores."
Sullivan said that during a
joyable.
"I believe in discipline but I conversation with a third perNow Thru Halloween
don't think you can treat all son last summer he learned
players alike," said Houk, "by accident" that Houk was
who is-known as a tough boss. interested in getting back into
"Some players have to be pat- baseball.
Asked whether the Red Sox
ted a little bit and some have
approached Houk, Sullivan
lobe kicked a little bit."
...
Al 41 news conference Mon- said,"not exactly. it was-kind'day at which Houk's signing of of a mutual kind of thing." He
a two-year contract was an- did not elaborate.
Sullivan said "there were a
nounced, Boston General
SAVE—SAVE—SAVE
BLEMS—BLEMS—BLEMS
Manager Haywood Sullivan lot of other candidates" but
BR7Inill All Season Radials
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group. the attitude of a winn- the Tigers he didn't think he
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would
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and,
to
baseball
Cust•nt Guard GT Radial Blems
ing club should be better."
$55.00
Pt9S7SR is Custom Polysteel Radial Blem
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He said he hoped Houk that "two weeks ago I never
would improve that and also dreamt I'd be here.
PLUS F.E.T. ON ALL TIRES
"Everywhere you go to
reverse a decline in attendance which he cited as one of manage it's a challenge," he
the factors in firing Don Zim- said. "Certainly - replacing
FREE Mounting & Balancing
mer on Oct. 1 after Vs years Casey (Stengel) when I did in
FREE Front End Alignment
New York was a challenge.
as manager.
With Purchase of 4 Tires
was
(Billy)
well
liked
Martin
don't
know
whether he
"I
will (draw fans) or not. You in Deteoit when I replaced
don't know 'until you try," him."
The Yankees lost the World
Sullivan said.
Children Thru 12 Years Old
The 6I-year-old Houk has Series in Stengel's last season
1st Prize
Goodyear Racing Jacket & Cop
been longing for'another shot but won it-during the first two
2nd Prize
Goodyeor Cap &55 00—Cash
at ,managing since leaving_ years of Houk's reign. At
„
.All Entries Receive Goodyear Sponge & Treats - •
Detroit aftel- five years in-the "etroit, he handled a team in
12th St.
job there. Starting i.1961, he transition. The Red Sox area)
Store Manager
Judging Thursday*
Murray
had spent 11 years as manager a similar stage, having moved
Norman
6:00-7:043 p.m.
751.0675
H aged or n
of the New York Yankees with some youngsters into key
a two-year stint as general roles last season
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Special Programs Will
Highlight WKMS Fall
'Friendship Festival'
Special programs will five day festival special
highlight the fall "Friendship telephones will be staffed la
Festival?"Oct. 29 to Nov. 2, on conununity volunteers front
WKMS-FM, Murray State throughout the
region.
University's nonconunercial Listeners will be able to call in
radio station.
their pledges, and talk with
Highlights of the festival the station's staff.
will include:
According to WKMS
Oct. 29-30 - 7 p.m. A pot- development director, Karen
pourri of comedy recordings, Welch, the station conducts
including many from the such festivals twice each year.
"golden years of radio." 8 Money that is raised during
p.m. Live concert featuring the events is used to buy prolocal musicians. 11 p.m. Three grams, records, and equiphours of classical music by re- ment. Welch noted that the
quest.
station expects nearly 15 per'Oct. 31 —8 p.m. Three hours cent of this year's operating
of. big band music from the budget to come from listener
1930's and 1940's. 11 p.m. Con- support.
temporary and traditional
"Our growth over the years
jazz.
has been heavily linked with
Nov. 1 — 9 a.m. "Thank financial support from our
Heavens, It's Saturday:" a listeners. Most of our procollection of musical nostalgia gramrning budget, for examand comedy, 1 p.m. Short, ple, is listener supported.
popular selections of opera Without contributions we
music. 7 p.m. "Theatre of the wouldn't be able to buy a great
Air," a tribute to the many of the programs we curAmerican broadway musical rently broadcast."
theatre. 11 p.m. Favorite folk
Contributions to WKMS are
music of the 1950's and 60's.
tax-deductible, she added, and
Nov. 2 — 7 a.m. -The Old are placed in a special account
Choirmaster," featuring local at the Murray State Universiperformances of familiar ty Foundation, separate from
• hynuis, and a discussion of the rest of the station's funds.
their origins. 8 a.m. "The EarOther sources of support for
ly Composers," presenting the station are Murray State
medieval, renaissance, and University and grants from
baroque classics. 12 p.m. Four the'federal government. The
.hours of big band music. 5 station is a member of the Nap.m. Music by request. The tional Public Radio network,
entire WKMS staff will be on and operates at 91.3 on the FM
hand to present 'music of all dial.
Traditional jazz.
Listeners who wish to conThe purpose of the "Friend- tribute to the station can do so
ship Festival" is to call atten- by mailing their contributions
tion to WKMS' unique radio to the WKMS Special Fund,
service; which is nonprofit and Box 3227 University Station,
noncommercial, and to en- Murray, KY 42071. Beginning
cOurage listeners to pledge Wednesday, Oct. 29, they can
contributions to help support also Phone in their pledges to
the station. Throughout the 502-753-1983.

Snowstorm Sweeps Through
Parts Of Upper Midwest

AMBASSADORS OF GOOD WILL — Dr. J. D. Outland, Murray City Councilman,
presents-Murray High School Band president Robert Johnson with a proclamation
declaring the band as "Roving Ambassadors of Good Will." The council recently
passed the proclamation, and Dr. Outland presented it following the band's rehearsal
Thursday night. Dr. Outland commended the band for its past record and wished
them continued success in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. The band will be Kentucky's representative and one of 1,2 bands participating in the parade in New York
City.

Interviews Will Start With
Troopers In Graham Case
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Interviews will start in a few
days with 42 state troopers
who had declined to testify in
the attorney. general's investilation of the Graham
case.
Attorney General Steve
Beshear said Monday all now
have agreed to do so.
The figure of 42.was the first
official disclosure of the
number of state policemen
who were reluctant to
cooperate in the, probe, on
grounds of potential self-.
incrimination.
"We're scheduling the interVATIt AN CITY ( AP) — exposes him to the tempta- views now," Beshear said.
Citing Thalidomide as a tions to go beyond the limits of
He said he could not
-tragic example" of the result a reasonable dominion of the estimate how much longer it
of irresponsible medical nature, threffening the sur- would take to wind up the inresearch, Pope John Paul II vival and integrity of the vestigation, which takes in a
says discoveries in such human being." '
number of aspects of a case
The pope spoke at a special that began almost a year ago
medical and 'biological fields
as genetic engineering, organ audience for 2,700 Italian doc- when Trooper Eddie Harris
- .transplants, artificial in—"--tors two days after he ended a was shot in LaRue County.
semination and fertility and month-long synod of bishops
Clyde Graham of the
psychic drugs also carry by reaffirming the church's Elizabethtown area,sought as
-implicit danger" to the ban on artificial methods of a fugitive in the killing, was
birth control.
rights of man.
tracked to an Effingham, Ill.,
The pope lauded ad- motel room and shot fatally a
"Technological development is a characteristic of our vancements in medicine that month after Harris' death by
time and it suffers from a deep "extend its role from the State Police Sgt. Eugene Cofambivalence," the Roman primitive functions against il- fey.
Catholic pontiff said in an ad- lness to that of global promoCoffey, who had claimed
tion of health of men." But he self-defense, died last Friday,
dress Monday.
"the
not
is
science
said
VI-ale on one side it allows
apparently of a heart attack,
man to take control of his own highest value to which all while on routine road patrol.
destiny, on the bther hand it others must be subordinated.- His funeral was held Monday
at Radcliff, attended by about
750 police officers from KenWe would like to extucky and surrounding states.
Beshear said Monday that
tend best wishes to
Coffey's death would have
Sherry Morris, bride"some" impact on the inelect of Barry Travis.
vestigation because the staff
seiected
have
They
planned to interview him
aceventually.
decorating
But, the attorney general
cessories from our
said, Coffey's testimony to a
complete decorating
coroner's jury in Illinois —
line.
which quickly cleared him in
Sherry and Barry
Graham's death — and a few
other statements already are
will be married Dec.
part of the record.

Pope Cites Thalidomide
As Research 'Example'

6,1980.
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missioner Brandenburgh to offer him the assistance of the
FBI in connection with the investigation," Griffin said.
"Basically, when an officer is
killed in the line of duty the
FBI offers its assistance."
Griffin said he-did not go to
the Graham house and left the
area before the raid.

NEW YORK (API —
American women say you can
call them "Mrs." or you can
call them "Miss," but you
don't have to call them "Ms."
Or so suggests a Virginia
Slims American Women's Opinion Poll released Monday.
The poll suggests an overwhelming majority of women
prefer the traditional designations "Miss" or "Mrs." And
married women in particular
shun the courtesy title "Ms.,"
the poll indicates.
"Ms.," a designation introduced during a National
Organization for Women conference in 1969, was designed
as a feminist counterpart of
"Mr.," — a courtesy title that
does not hinge on a person's
marital status.
The Virginia Slims poll said
only 16 percent of American
women favor the title "Ms.,"
while 77 percent preferred
"Miss" or "Mrs."
Among married women, 81
perrebi preferred "Mrs." and
12 percent rhose "Mx," the
poll indicated.
Reached for comment on
the findings of the poll, tqCow

founder Betty Friedan, who
said she prefers the designation "Ms.," offered: "Perhaps
you have to be mature" to be
called "Ms."
"The demographics would
indicate that there is this big
bulge of people that are not yet
all that mature," said the 59y ea r-old Ms. Friedan,
laughing.
Ms. Friedan said she was
not surprised that married
women wanted to be identified
as "Mrs.," adding: "Maybe
what that means is that most
women would prefer to be
married. I think that's a
preferable state to be in."
The poll indicated, however,
that single women also prefer
to have their marital status
identified. Sixty-two percent
favored "Miss" and 32 percent,"Ms."
Ms. Friedan said it would
not matter what women are
called if "we get the Equal
Rights Amendment behind us
and mop the ,natter of equal
employment opportunity -and
get some child care options...and get on with the next
state of issues."

the October record of 4.8 inches which fell on the city exactly 55 years earlier, on Oct.
27, 1925. Five inches fell in
Larnoni,Ottumwa and Council
Bluffs, and two inches
blanketed Ames.
About 4,000 customers in Ottumwa were without power as
the heavy snow snapped
power lines. Iowa Southern
Utilities officials hoped to
have all electricity restored
today.
Police reported scores of accidents, and a statewide
traveler's advisory was
issued. "This is mostly a case
of people learning to drive in
this new winter weather,"
said state trooper Loren
Achenbach in Red Oak,Iowa.
A truck loaded with hogs
went out of control near Ottumwa and slid into a ditch.

The driver escaped without injury but about 40 hogs were
killed.
In Nebraska, the National
Weather Service reported nine
inches of snow in Clarkson and
two to five inches from
Kearney to the NebraskaIowa border.
A semi-trailer truck struck
a concrete pillar on Interstate
80 near Kearney early Monday, pitching the driver 27 feet
from the cab. The Portland,
Maine, driver suffered a
crushed pelvis and was
reported in critical condition.
Colorado cities from Fort
Collins to Pueblo were dusted
with up to two inches of snow,
with six inches in the mountains. Some roads were snowpacked,. but others were only
wet and slushy and police
reported few traffic problems.

Knox Countians Arrested
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Three Knox Countians were
arrested for the second time in
three months on charges of
strip mining without a permit,
according to investigators for
the Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
They said bond was set at
$2,500 for Curtis Bargo, who
was arrested Saturday at a
site near Bimble in Knox
County.
Bargo, his son Craig and
Martin Alfred Burnett were
served with a restraining
order calling on them to
refrain from intimidating and

threatening state surfacemining inspectors, said John
Nagle, the chief of special investigations for tile surface'
mining bureau.
Nagle said the three were
arrested last .August on
similar charges and advised
on how to obtain a permit.

NI

MUI

FRAGILE COOKIES
Fragile baked cookies for
your own entertaining can be
frozen up to several- months if
they are packed in freezer
containers or cookie tins.
When ready to serve, thaw in
their freezer wrappings.

-

gets

COMMUNITY THEATRE
Presents

DRACULA
Directed by Richard Valentine

Oct. 29 thru Nov. 1 — 8:00 p.m.
Saturday Matinee — 2:00
Halloween Night, Friday, Oct. 31
12:00 Midnight
•
Adults $3.00
Students $2.00

American Women Prefer
Not TO Use 'Ms.' Title

SALE NOW!
)14K Gold
Chains&
racelets

A •lengthy report by thenstate police commissioner
Kenneth Brandenburgh also
absolved Coffey. although
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
ordered Beshear to investigate and make another
report.
Brandenburgh reCently was
forced to resign, partly after
Brown learned he was in the
area last November when
state police converged on the
Graham _family house and
questioned relatives about
Graham's
young
whereabouts.
Janes "Buddy" Graham,
the father, alleged brutality
by the police. He was acquitted in federal court recently of
charges he hid his son, and
afterward filed a $1.1 million
damage suit against 22
policemen in connection with
their manhunt.
The 42 state troopers agreed
to testify after giving depositions in the court suit.
report
BrandenbUrgh's
made practically no mention
of events the night of Nov. 7,
1979 when police were hunting
for young Graham.
Meanwhile, Joseph Griffin,
special agent in charge of the
FBI in Kentucky, said he
followed standard FBI procedures on the night Harris
was killed.
According to Louisville attorney Jack Lowery, who
represents the Graham family, both Griffin and Brandenburgh participated in the planning of the raid on the Graham
house.
Lowery also said that information from depositions
revealed that Brandenburgh
was on the scene when police
raided the Graham home.
In an interview with
Louisville radio station
WAKY,Griffin said he went to
Elizabethtown to assist the
state police in the search for
Clyde Graham.
'I went there to meet Com-

By The Associated Press
One man was killed in Colorado, schools were closed in
Nebraska and political campaigning slowed to a crawl in
Iowa as a record-breaking
snowstorm swept through
parts of the upper Midwest,
leaving thousands without
electricity.
Seven inches of snow fell
Monday on Des Moines. In
Nebraska, up to nine inches
blanketed roads and shut
down schools. Up to six inches
of snow left a blanket of,slush
on Colorado highways.
Snow add poor visibility
were blamed for the crash of a
single-engine plane southwest
of Grand Junction, Colo., on
Sunday. The plane and the
body of Greg Perry, 25, of
Grand Junction, were
discovered Monday in a snowy
canyon.
Iowa's storm made the campaign trail perilous for several
including
politicans,
Republican vice presidential
candidate George Bush.
Bush was delayed more
than three hours by a
snowstorm in the Cedar
Rapids area, and a rally there
fizzled without his presence.
Republican U.S. Senate
hopeful Charles Grassley
canceled several campaign
stops, and. Republican congressional candidate Cal
Hultman was sidelined when
his campaign car slid off an
icy road into a ditch north of
Cumberland. Hultman was
not injured.
The seven-inch snowfall in
Des Moines on Monday broke

Children (under 12) $1.50
Senior citizens $1.50

Phone 759-1752 for Reservations
I

OLD FRIGHT DEPOT
City-County l'ark

This Advertisement ompliments Of

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

753-5312
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Norm Fell (63), Lamar Williams (9) and Jeff Gardner,(71) surround
Murray State Racer teammate Terry Love(head in target) as a youngster
gets set to toss a wet sponge at Love's face.-MSU footbaltplayers will-be

on ,hand again from t1-9 p.m. tonight to serve as targets in the wet
sponge toss.
-

Its not as easy as it looks, MSU defensive safety Terry Love discovers
as he attempts to toss a sponge football through a swinging tire.

STAFF PHOTOS BY GENE McCUTCHEON

Haunted Forest And Karnival
Begins Four-Night Run Monday
The annual Kappa-JayCee Haunted Forest and Karnival,
sponsored by the Kappa Department of the-Murray Woman's
Club and the Murray-Calloway county Jaycees, opened Monday atthe fairgrounds on 121 N.
Midway games — including a make-up booth, apple bobbing, haystack,dart throw,duck pond, wet sponge toss at MSU
footbi$.1Lplayers, Coke bottle roll, lollipop and a Christmas
tree,shop,are25 cents each:
Clownsstroll the area, lending a carnival atmosphere and
dispensing balloon animals and laughs.
The Haunted Forest is for the strong-hearted who dare to •••
face the werewolf,, gorilla, swamp monster, mummy, hang
man and other fiendish creatures of the night. Admission to the Haunted Forest is $1.50 which includes a hayfide to the

City councilman Steve Sammons tries his hand at the basketball toss
while Kappa memberCathy Newton keeps score.

event actually being staged in the'forest adjacent to the
fairgrounds.(Children under seven must be accompanied'b,Y
an adult.)
•
•
The Karnival and Haunted Forest Will be staged through
Thursday,Oct. 30,from 6:00 to 9:00 each evening.
Chairmen for the Kappas are Tonda West, Freda Steely
and Linda Luther while'Jaycee chairmen are-Jan-y McCoy.
Joe.Kelsoand Ted Delaney.
Kappa proceeds from the event will'beused to purchase •
red ball reflector stickers from the Murray Fire DePartment
to help identify children's bedrooms for emergency rescue
putposes.
Jaycee proceeds will be used in the club's general projects
fund to continue the Christmas toys for children project and
other events during the year.

CHECK THESE FREEZER SPECIALS

vae4.
Frosty Acres All Green

Baby Limas
Crowder Peas

20 Lb. Box

Frosty Acres

20 lb. box

$1639
$1399

Frosty Acres

Butter Peas

20 lb. box

$1329

Frost/ Acres

$1 309

Mixed Vegetables
Blackeye Peas

•
The Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers put on an entertaining show
for the younger set.

20 lb. box

Frosty Acres

20 lb box $

4

100% Pure Ground

1 379

$157

Beef Patties

Lb.

225Lb.to 32511.
Sides Of Choice Beef $ i 37
ILB
Guaranteed Tender
No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

107N. 3rcilt.

.

is
Hours:

Sat.n.-Fri.
7:00-5:00 Mo
7:00-12:00

Phone 753-160.1

••••,,.7a*!...tdc
As usual, the Great Pumpkin attracts a good crowd.

ST COPY AVAILABLE

Molly Melson, daughter of Myra and
Michael -Melson, 503 Broad St., had a chance
to sit and talk with a balloon-carrying clown.
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Wet.,CLASSIFIED ADS!

Find reason for leg pain

Deatu

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation Wanted

Earn $50 per hindered secur
ing, stuffing envelopes Free
details, Reply: "HomemakersS12S-, Boi 94485, SchauM.
burg, IL 60194: • •

Two women would like to clean
houses Call 753-2936

ellelaena

Lawrence E Lamb.M.D
it.
DEAR DR LAMB - I had
.• vein-stripping operation on
WM legs about- four years
cii I still have pain and now
Von can see the veins sticking
-lit again. The doctor said he
didn't think they should be
using me that much trouble.
hate good arterial circulain my legs liut bad veins
I'm a 32-year-old man. 6
,et tall and weigh .173
pounds. 1...have never - smoked
my life I used to be heavy
htil lost to -160 pounds. and I
wit a lot of lifting on my job.
the lifting have caused
-V leg problems"
Is-there- inything that.can
',.• dune formy problem? I
nt want to live like this the
cst of my life.
You
DEAR READER
,• ere not very specific about
hat kind of leg pain you are
'lying, It may he totally
related....tic your va ricuse
,ms. After all, varicose veins

usually cause no symptoms at.
all or may result in a sensation of swelling, actual swelling or leg muscle fatigue
- -Ask-yettr doctor to send yea
to a physician who specializes
in physical medicine.- tte- may
find a reason for muscle complaints if it is not because of
your varicose veins or poor
circulation.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-8,
Varicose Veins, It will give
you a better.uaderstanding of
what they are and what can
be done about them. Other
readers who want .this tissue
can send- 75.c ',.witha long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me. in care of
this newspaper. P 0. Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
Yorksf.NY 10019
As The Health Letter I am
sending you explains, standing
still is ViorSe for varicose
veins than exercising. Walk-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
`.CROSS
Bitter vetch
Scatter
Jewel
Hawaiian
wreath.
Musical
nstrument

5 Greek letter
6 Hurried
,
Dillseecl
8 Letter signotl
9 Needlefish
10 Guido s nigh
,uoir
11 Wire
bana
measure
16 TIME. periods
18 Cash drawer
.neasure
: Nonpartisan .20 Marble
.
-Solo
-• 22 Gaze . •
Three. Preto( 23 Binds

Answer to Mondo's Puzzle
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blood out
• of your veins. I doubt your
lifting contributed to your
• problem But find out what is
really causing your difficulty
rather than assuming it is
from your veins.
DEAR DR. LAMB
I read
in a column of yours about a
man who was having severe
headaches. The doctor called
them duster headaches.,One
of the drugs you mentioned
that was used in his treatment
is propranolol (Inderal). You
said it was helpful in some
patients who had migraine
headaches,

-Can you recommend
your Religion?" 7594444. Bible Story - 7594445.

mg actually pumps

By Abigail Van Buren

Doctors' Pockets Not
As Full as Their Books

I know this problem is a
DEAR-ABM As a
genuine source of concern to almost every physician.
It may come as a surprise to many, but all doctors are not
rich! Far from it. We have house and carpayments to make,
children to raise, and business expenses just like anyone
else trying to make a living. Add to that the exorbitant
premium's for malpractice insurance.
People woaldn't think of going to the grocery store, filling
station or beauty parlor without cash, at-heck oicreilit card
But they come to their doctor's rifflee and say,"Bill me," or,
"My insurance company will take care of it." ,
I use Inderal prescribed by
Abby, some insurance companies wait.64) to 90 days(andmy doctor for heart problems.
I've spoken to several people
longer) to pay a bill - assuming it's covered - and
the
who take Inderal for
sometimes it's not covered!
heart. My druggist. also says
-Unfortunately, the doctor has to pay 'his rent, office help
it's for the heart.. Which is
and family expenses within 30 days.,
correct?.
If after three or four months the doctor hasn't received a
dime from the patient or lifs'insitranre comPanY:it's
DEAR READER -- Both. customary for his office to phone the patient and request
My column that you read was
payment, whereupon the patient usually becomes highly
about headaches. Therefore, I
froth at the mouth
discussed the medicines that indignant! This person would probablyday! Yet, that's what
are used in the treatment of should his paycheck be held up for one
paycheck.
cluster headaches, a form of the doctor's bill is - his
It's unfair that the doctor is usually the last one to be paid;
migraine headaches. It's quite
true that this medicine, which and sometimes he's not paid at all! Sikti me :.
AN .M.D. WITH $35,000 ON THE BOOKS
has been successful in treat-.
irtg some patients with these
DEAR M.D.: I'm using your letter as a reminder to
headaches, is also widely used
in the treatment of heart those, who owe their physicians- and their dentists,
too!
disorders.
You shouldn't be so
speprised. at that. After all,
simple aspirin is used in some
cases. to relieve pain and in
other CaAS le reduce fever.
Many of our important medicines have more than one use.

DEAR ABBY: I have recently become engaged to a man
whom I have dated for two years. We set the wedding date
and plan to buy a home. He owns two cars:
Now he tells me that everything will be in HIS name only
for the first five years of our Marriage - in case it doesn't
'
work out.
I feel that he doesn't trust me, andthat our marriage will
be on a trial basis. He is 35 and has lived with his parents all
this time.
I lovellim very much, but I'm confused.
CONFUSED

TwasassttttttttttmemsemettamemitA
Bible facts. Free Store tur the
needy 759-4600
A special meeting at the
Commissioners of the
South 641
Water
District

will

be

held

Fur Takers To
_od Meet Saturday

Mayfield Civic
Beautification Sets
Cleanup Campaign

C

Housing Corporation
Makes Preparations
To Sell Bond Issue

(

1.

Now taking applications
for day and night shifts
Apply in person at

McDONALD'S

Monday, Novembe'r 3rd

at 4:30 p.m. in the office of Attorneys Hurt,
Haverstock, and Jones,
Murray, KY.

No phone calls, please!

Copying of old Photos - a
Specialty at:

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main
-.

Have a highly profitable, non.
franchised, lean & Sportswear
Shop of your own. featuring
over 100 brands. Levi, Vanderbilt, Klein, Sedgefreld, Brittania, many more. $16,500 includes inventory, in-shop train.
mg. installed fixtures. andGrand Opening. Open within
15 days Call Mr. Ledbetter at
PACESETTER FASHIONS (501)
666-2050.
_._..*.,_,h*

*

'red ot bald' Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics Phone I
554 -3053

S1n

Happy
Birthday
Shannon

[eye
R.J., Shirley,

Are you laid
make some
not be your I
own compa
benefits tha
offer. For ma
collect, Don
at 901-247-3

1..,1110111
Piano lesson
rates. Call 75

13. For Sr

15' Duo, 65
trolling moto
depth finder!
VT 61
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Want to buy:
'other baby f
condition. Ca
or 436-2112 i
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Renee & Greg
I C

733.52911
rri ens

$1
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ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

•

Starks
Hardware
& Poplar
/53 122/

3. Card of Thitilts

the -family of Jewell Phelps
wish to express, our appreciation for the kindness shown us
during the illn-Fss and death o1
Inderal acts on the body by
our loved one.
Untanshar
-24 Russian
neutralizing the body's sensiA- special thanks to Dr. Bin• Slumber
stockade
tivity
to
adrenaline-type
PW
S
E
PE
ford and Dr. Lowery and the
Tantalum
26 Dine
chemicals. These adrenaline
symbol
27 Sends forth
nurses staff at the Calloway
chemicals are used for the
50 Declare
_
28 Martinique
41 Fodder pit
52 Declare
County Hospital for their
transmission of impulses
Crippled
volcano
44 Tolls
53•Power agcy.
special care. i Also like to
through the sympathetic ner' usety
31 Eject
. 46 Flower part
55 Macaw especially, thank Bro. Lake
vous system. Your sympathetvery,
DEAR CONFUSED: If you can "love .
. Barret slat
34 Make lace
•48 Again
"
56 Stitch
ic nervous system affects
Riley. Bro..Ray Grimmitt, and
much" a man who insists on a pre-merriage contract
7 Seeame
36 Baker's items so Kind
59 Printers
your heart, blood vessels and
Bro. Leighton Lawson for their
3 Harvest
39 Station
on HIS possessions, lots of luck.
51 Born
measure
many
of
the
autonomic
(auto1 Saps
inspiring 'and comforting serThe marriage ceremony is silent on "trials." The
1 2 3
4. 5 5 7 9
9 • 10 • 11
matic) functions of your body.
'Tellurium
vows imply "trust," but your intended wants to
vice. To ,the songleaders.
Any
medicine
that
affects
symbol
12
13
hedge. Back off.
14
singers, relatives. friends, the
such .a fundamental function
Bar legally
hairdrelsef
Mrs. Jeanette
1 15
16
17
of many different parts of the
.5 Outshine
10
- Walker, neighbors for food,
•7 Ocean
body tan be expected to have
19 .
!R21
DEAR ABBY: Although we were outnumbered, I was on
flowers. prayers an every, _act
••9 Story
many.different uses.,
•
your side of the controversy over whether the gracious
Immediate
of kindness which meant so
22 23 .
24
25
28 27 26
she
refreshments,
or
if
want
they
guests
if
Jots
hostess asks her
•
much to us And to the
31
30
32
.something.
; 29
serves
and
ENTERTAINING
bottom"
Meaddy4
her
off
"gets up
• pallbearets I' and .. Blalocki
•8 Pry
I am a Finn, and a hospitable Finnish hostess outoi 33
34
35
- Cheese, fruit and trackers
36
37
Coleman Funeral Home for arExist
I
If
a
without
taking
a-survey.
refreshments
serves
matically
yearfor
make easy plattersranging a beautiful service. .
hi Isle
U
ao
41
42
39
reeshments
but takes a token sip of
refreshments
for
not
care
does
g
'guest
entraig,d
We Shall long remember
62 Trurnpeters
gracious.hostess says
the
cookie,
at
a
nibbles
tea
and
45
43
44
48
stance, yojkcan surround a
Ordinance
everyones kindness during our
nothing. She certainly- does net attempt to "sell" her
47
48 1.6
red-jacketed Gouda cheese,
trrne-of sorrow:
,refreshments.' Nor does she say, as most Americans say,.
1 Cloth
cut in wedges, with parsley,
Clyde. Thomas, Alice, Sandy.
53
54
55 56It's not very fattening, if that's what's worrying you."
50 51 52
•
measure
then -rows of wheat thins. You
Neither does she say,-"Jniiifatifeit- wein- to all the-trouble . Teiry. and Laura Ann.
2 Portuguese
52
__
56
59
60
can also serve it with -green------ of-making it--And worst of-all the-never-says,"14-yow-clo-Mt.--571-ostand.fount_
- coin
61
62
.
eat it, I'll have to throw it out!"
3 Hindu guitar
grapes, pears and apples.
.tost Cover for motorcycle ;sadFROM FINLAND
4 Dubin
dlebag. white fiberglass, $5
reward 4361146
1 1. I f
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II 1/i f I /
ALL RI&I-IT YOU 6015,
ILOPERE
DC
I
Lost 6 month old part Terrier
I/it f /1
WHAT HAPPENED WHEN
%/k fit OH,YEAH 7 1
60 WRONG'
puppy, brown leather collar
(/it//( ROOT BEERS
YOU WENT INTO TOWN?
tit/ t YEAH! r I
Call 753-6470 after 5 pm.: _
flittlilltItittli
Li/ tit,4/I POW!!
Lost: Black cat with stub tail,
The West Kentucky Fur
wearing red collar. in
Takers will meet at 1 p.m.
Gatesborough area. Call before
Saturday, Nov. 1, at the Com5753-1323 or after 5 pm. 753munity Room of the North
8678.
Branch People's Bank.
6. Help Wanii
Sales lot numbers for the
Dec.20 and Feb.7 sales will oe
PROGRAMMER
drawn at this meeting. All fur
5LUGGO,I L L GIVE YOU
PLEASE LADY-takers are urged to attend.
ANALYST
25* TO TAKE A51GN
I'M JUST
For further information,
West
OVER TO FLOOP'S
Tennessee
DELIVERING
contact Earl, Shirley or Lisa
STORE
THIS
SIGN
Manufacturer seekAllen at 436-2686.
SHOP
in.§
aggressive
4C4-'
Programmer
Anaylst for IBM
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System 34: Prefer
DER
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manufacturing bacISO Ue.led Feature
kground,
on line exSyndocate, Inc
perience,
Ky, I AP) RPG-II.
The Civic Beautification ComI HAVE TO /ADMIT
Progressive
I'M GLAD I COULD
comIT. .
NOT A
mittee of the Mayfield-Graves
CHEER HER UPA LITTLE
pany
with
good
KID ANYMORE
County Chamber of Comfringe
benefits.
merce has announced -a fall
Send resume in con-cleanup campaign for the city
beginning next Monday and
fidence to: Plumley
continuing through Saturday,
Rubber Co., AtNov.8.
tention
R. Philpot,
pielt.up_
bagged
city
will
The
100
.
Plumley Drive,
leaves and boxed trash
through the week. On the
Paris, TN 38242,
following Saturday, the
County
Mayfield-Graves
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST
Jaycees will cotlect brush and
ASOP required. 3-11 shift
big items including ap14
JOB
I ALMOST ourr-1017MR DITHERS WAS ON HIS
JCAH accredited hospital. ProTO STAY?
pliances.
TOOAY
• KNEES PLEADING WITH ME
gressive well equipped
For persons who wish to
laboratory. Excellent benefit
haul their own trash away,the
program. Write or call Persondump will be open Nov. 7
nel Department, Community
without charge.Hospital, P.O. Box 559,
Mayfield, KY 42066, 502-2475211_ Managers and Assistant
Managers. Wendy's OldFashioned Hamburgers is now
accepting applications for the
above positions. Persons needed for following locations: MurFRANKFORT, Ky. AP ray. Paducah, Hopkinsville, and
The Kentucky Housing CorTHE CHIEF SAYS.
Madisonville. Chance for rapid
FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY'THE
poration board of directors
You PUN SHED
WOUNDED TIGER YOU WILL PAY
advancement, paid on the lob
Monday made preparations to
YOURSELVES, THE
100 SILVER COINS,
training, and hospitalization.
WHIP.,,IS NOT
sell a bond issue to buy
57-,
IN THE P4,
Will negotiate salary. Call 759ESSARY.
TRESPASSER5
sured mortgage loans for
4695 lot an appointment.
WERE BURIED IN
lower income persons for
ANTHILLS, 100
Secretary/Administrative Assisresidential housing.
Ti-IANKS••
PREFER THAT c•
tant. Permanant part-time
A LOT„
The bonds, not to exceed $55
Skills include typing some
million, would make available
light bookkeeping, ability to_
Mans TriStirerby the Federal
make inde'perident decisions,
Housing
Administration
good communication skills,
guaranteed by the Veterans
able Ii work with minirrial
BIG
Administration or through
supervision Call JP-JAHS. 153DEAL
conventional loans with
9838 or Pam Underwood. 753private insurers.
0418
•

arj

Experienced body man. Apply
in person, Cent urrAtito Sales,
810 Sycamore

-jOyBus. Opportunity

9, Siblati

CI
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NOTICE
The Murray City Council will hold a
public hearing, Thursday, October 30,
1980, 7:00 p.m., Special Education
Building on the campus of Murray State
University, North 16th Street, to hear
public comments concerning the enactment of an OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE TAX
(payroll tax) to derive revenue for the city
to continue providing fire and police
protection at the present level. Due to the
loss of federal sharing funds in the
amount of $320,000, the city will be forced to reduce personnel of the fire dpeartmeat by 25 firefighters and reduce patrol
officers in the police department by 3. You
are urged to attend this meeting and participate in this important decision.

Chimneys, al
pipe,-6"x30"
-$29.99; insl
$20.99,
Hardware, RI
For sale: /
moped, like
snow tires, I
AM-FM car
table; match
bedspreads;
753-4575 aft(

Leather repau
and alteratic
And harness
leather clothi
tack, belts,
and many 0th
753-9736.

SI
KIN
BEE

MELVIN B. NEWLY,
MAYOR
NOTICE FOR INVITATION TO BID
MURRAY URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACTION
GRANT
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD PROJECT
FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY
Unit price bids are requested to construct roads and
drainage facilities beLwee,a Old U. S. Highway 641,
Eli Lilly Road and a turn lane along Eli Lilly Road
at it's intersection with U. S. Highway 641, Murray,
Calloway County,Kentucky.
Specifications, plans and contract'documents may
be examined at the following places:
Builders Exchange: P.O. Box 5662, Louisville,
Kentucky 42025
F.W. Dodge Corporation: Suite 107, 1133 West Mill
Road,Evansville,Ind.47710
F.W. Dodge Corporation: 3715 Bardstown Road,
Louisville, Kentucky 40213
F.W_Dodge Corporation: 325 Plus_.ParIL.131vd.,
Suite 105, Plus Park Professional Bldg., Nashville,
Tennessee 37203
Dodge/Scan: 13955 Manchester Road, Manchester, Missouri 63001 Associated General Contractors of Western Kentucky: 1930 N. 13th Street
Paducah,Ky.42001
Nashville Contractors Association: P.O. Box 1234,
Nashville,Tenn. 37202
Gammel, Travis and Williams, Inc.: 305 East
Main St., Princeton, Ky.42445
F.T,Seargent & Assoc.: 524 Main Street, Murray,
Ky.42071 '
------------------------•
ORDocuments may be obtained from Ganungl, Travis
and Williams, Inc., P.O. Box 152, Princeton, Kentucky 42445, upon deposit of seventy five ($75.00)
dollars per set, twenty five ($25.00) dollars of which
deposit shall be refundable upon return of such said
in good condition within fourteen (14) days after the
bid opehing date.
Bids'intist be accompanied with a certified check or
bid bond for five (5%) per cent of the bid amount.
made payable to the City of Murray, to insure the
execution of the contract for which bid is submitted.
If the bid is not accepted, the check or bond will be
returned. If the apparent low bidder fails to enter into acontract with the owner of the proposed project
within fifteen (15) days from the time he is notified
of the acceptance of his bid, the bid bond or certified
check will be forfeited as liquidated damages to the
City of Murray. Bidders may not withdraw their bid
for thirty (30) days after the bid opening date. The
successful bidder will be required to furnish an acceptable performance bond equal to one hundred
(1M%) per cent of the contract amount (contract
amount is base bid plus the maximum combination
of alternates).

Regular

firm I
set; Xtra f
pc. set

set;

CI

Fun

1968 Volkswv
Mama Bear
7861 or 436-2

16. Horne

Commodes,
$43.99. Wa
Paris.

Giant chest
8200 firm. 75.
Hide-a-bed, ei
table, and cha
Large Frigidan
and dryer --p
Call 753-9673
Martin Indust
fireplace' win
with glass---doo
after 6.

17. Vacuui

Used Kirby
like new, a
$125- Brand
vacuum clear
-Martha-Hoppe

18. Sewini

For sale: Port'
ring machine. F
multi-stitch, t
included is
tonholer attacl
4361142_a1
Used Singer !
lig zag, a
tachments, se
- guaranteed,
$39.50. Call
354-6521.

22. Musici

New and usei
and organs, Lc
across from I
:Paris, TN.
Gemeinhardt f
condition. RE
C41753-4412
Magnus begir
cellent condit
Can be seen at
call 759-4024.

Liquidated damages of one hundred twenty five
($125.00) dollars per day will be assessed for the
contractor failing to complete the work in the period
of time indicated on his bid.
Both Federal and State wage rates will be applicable on this project.
The owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids for any reason and negotiate as -may be necessary with the apparent successful bidder.
Bids will be received at the City Hall in Murray,
Kentucky, at 2:00 o'clock P.M., Central Standard
..Tirne,- November 18,.1980.
Date: October 2.8, 1980 •
Steve Zea •
City Planner
Murray City Planning and Zoning Commission
Murray,Kentucky
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m
would like to clean
53-2936

C_Ipportunity
y profitable. nonean & Sportswear
r own. featuring
Ids - Levi, Vander-.
Sedgefield, Britmore 516.500 inory. in-shop traind fixtures, and
ng Open within
Mr. Ledbetter at
FASHIONS (501)

9

ation Wanted

TOKOYO MCVIRS

22. MUS1C31

Are you laid off, or lust want to
make some extra cash? Why
not be your own boss wdli your
own- company with ell the
benefits that anyone else can
offer For more information call
collect, Don or Debbie Paschall
at 901-247-3335

New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area Buy now and
save up to $1000 We accept
lay-aways for Christmas
Clayton's - I & Music, Dixieland Center, Murray
Selmer silver trumpet and
11._Instructions
Selmer clarinet Good condiPiano lessons, very reasonable tion. Call 436-5377 after 5 pm.
rates Call 753-8964
Upright piano, good sound,
13. For Sale or Trade $115. 435-4555.

43. Real Estate

sale 23.000 BTU Kalvinalor
air conditioner, real good condition, used only 2 seasons
Reasonable price Call after
noon. /53-5240
FOI

46. Homes For Sale

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

Dogwood. • Redbud forsythia, 1978 Chevrolet Li 10 4 wheel. Heating Refrigeration
Alf Can
Nice, 1974, 3 bedroom,
Lilacs Azelias and seventeen drive truck Ps pb. AM FM 8 ditioners
appliance repairs
2 bath mobile home -r
tall Poplars on an acre with a _track stereo,
Call 498- Bob's Refrigeration
Service
eady to live in: located
cozy red cabin one bedroom 8428 or 498-8970
Hazel Kentucky 498-8310
on a large lot with city
built in range, oven, and 1967 Elc,omino body
Call 436. Murray Ky 753-7829 Robert,
water, close to tot,ri.
bookcases, carpet, refrigerator, 2439 after 430
30. Business Rental
Bobby) LOckhart
All this for $8,900. Do
and washer Reduced to
you believe it? Call
$18,500 Owner ' here this For sale 1974 Jeep Renegade Licinsed Electrician and gas in
Mini
week Route 1346. half mile C1-5. fully equipped for off stallation, heating installation
753-8146.
Warehouse
road -753-0355.
north of Irvin Cobb Road
Nine bedroom home
and repairs Call 753-7203
Storage Space
House for sale or trade for 1979 F-I00, low mileage, small Leather repair, dying. cleaning
house in Murray. Two story V8. straight shift. power steer- and alterations Also
For Rent
saddle
home on 2.acres and or 5 acres ing, AM FM radio, and extra and harness repair We make
kitchen
ample
15 Duo, 65 Evinrude, Brute
clean Phone 753-0159'after 5 leather
753-475$
Eiterminiting
in
s
23.
outhwest
facilities.
Central
area
Call
heat
153clothing. chaps vest:,
trolling motor, 2 high seats, 2
Om__ _
•
• tack. belts., purses billfolds
5233 after 6 pm
and air. Seller will
depth finders Call 474 2712
32. Apts. For Rent
0 Bugs cco
finance. Call for moreThree bedroom brick home. 1966 Ford Pickup F•100 Call and many other gift items C-all
14. Want To Buy
information on this exApartments for rent, near
1 1,2 baths. 2 fireplaces, central 753-0405 until 4 30 pm after 753-9736
Want to buy Baby bed and/or
downtown Call 753-4109.
round
heat and air, on 1 acre land 5pm call 15918-11
"It's
not
just
Detroit's
new
models
we'll
hay
PAINTING
'other baby furniture, in good
ci.ieoltiee
n nptrope
yeratry.
139.500 Call 436-2401
1968 Model Dodge pickup
Duplex, 2 bedrooms. family 10 compete
(1U1Vitzi
1.
Interior Exterior
with. Its their advertising knowcondition Call 753 1223 days
430
.
.
2.
1
truck Call 753-6349
p
ITO
Two
bedroom
brick.
1
1
7
acres,
7SLOO
Tuxtra
IllituLano
Billie
or 436-2112 after 7 pm
Ceiling; caulking
4 P.•.Ao Roam 733-5/2,
appliances No children or how."
mini orchard. Highway 94
and winterizing. Quality
Kelley's Termite
52. Boats and-Motors
Lomita BAELor - 753-1•01
0
15. Articles For Sale •
pets 7594509
43. Real Estate
West
382-2869
Pets-Supplies
38.
(
1
1
.....
Tory, Sheeobehae. Re.
work, 15 years exE.1
& Pest Control
731•324
Furnished one bedroom aparrt: Black female puppy for sale
Two bedrooms, living room, kit 1647 Foot Johnson SeaspoTt
perience. Call Robert
hp
inboard-outboard,
all
150
Phone 753-3914
REDUCE51 REDUCED!! Was
Director',
11
ment, Zimmrman Apts South AKC registered Poodle. 753chen, bath, upstairs, boxed in
Scroggins, 436-2353.
equipment includes $1500 or
• $36,500. Now only 529,500
s Murray-Calloway
16th Street. 753-6609.
• 2648.
back porch. 2 out buildings.
Chair
Here's an older home near
trade
for
24.
or
good
van
used
car
Miscellaneous
County
Realty
b
and
'pole barn Financing
Mobile _homes moved state
Genuine Leather
Furnished apartment for rent. Perfect early Christmas gift. 2
Kirksey with 4 bedrooms, a
(502)753-11146
Ceramic bisque figurines. 753-829&
available Near New Pro- Call 753-7490
wide West End Mobile Honie
full basement, large kitchen
female AKC registered Dober1251151
304
Ready to paint. 12 dolls of the
vidence
$30.500 Call 492- 53. Services Offered
Sale Complete parts and se(
Q
and a fireplace in the living
Murray, K 42071
R
month, approximately 5% in- For rent. Furnished upstairs man Pincher pups. Black and
8336
room. Outside storage invice 442-1918
Concrete and block work. Block
cludes a 7 a 91, concrete
ches high. $10 for set. Send apartment. bedroom living brown, quality bloodline. Must
Need work on your trees' Toppgarages
basements,
block building with cement
driveways
check or money order. room combination. large kit- sell. Call 489-2317 after 5 pm.
Motorcycles
47.
Most for your 'money! Lovely 3
floor and,wired for elec. Also,
walks, patios. steps. free ing, pruning shaping. corn
Ceramics by Joy-Lee, 17475 chen and bath, $125 plus 40. Produce
FURNITURE
bedroom, 2 bath, ranch with 1979 Black Yamaha 650 estimates: Charles Barnett. plete removal and more Cali
a 12126 frame building with
West Toledo Road. Addison, utilities. Girl's only. Call 753For sale Apples and mustard
large kitchen/family room, on Special, like new $1900 or 753-5476
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE to'
elec., water and a wood hor5041 or after 5, 753-4707.
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall Michigan, 49220.
ning store. The 1La acres ofprofessional tree care 75a
Call 753-2666.
4 acres. You have to see the best offer. Call 759-4749 after
CARPET GLEANING. free 8536
pipe, 6"x30", $29 99, 8"x311, Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" For rent: Furnished apartment,
fers apple trees, peach trees,
many extras this home offers 4 pm
41
Real
Estate
a strawberry patch and lots of
$29.99; installation kit, 6-, or. 24". Also custom cut sizes. New Concord, $80 per month.
includes prime location for Early Christmas lay-away estimates, satisfied references, Painting
Paperhanging
Call 436-2427.
good garden space. lust good
$29.99. 8", $41.99 Wallin 489-2327.
20 Acre farm. 19 tendable with
country living. Call Spann Real- available now for Yamaha 3- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- General maintenance: Free
country
living from the good
ing.
Call
Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning,
Hardware, Pans.
stocked
pond
good
building
...Mee
large
furnished
one
ty Associates. 753-7724.
Fireplace inserts,, automatic
wheelers Tremoto Town & 753-5827
service people.
estimates 759-1981
For sale. AMF Roadmaster two speed blowers, see through bedroom apartment, private sites 33 Acre farm, 26 lenCountry Yamaha, 753-8078
dable
with
tobacco
base
and
entrance.
heat
furnished.
Near
Fence sales at Sears now Call Stop' For all your repair needs
moped, like new; 2 studded glass doors, $499.99. Wallin
JOHN SMITH
Hey kids! A used 1979 Honda Sears. 753-2310 for free roofing, carpentry. plumbing
hospital, university. Graduate barn, old house 2912 Acre
snow tires, D-78 14's, Delco Hardware, Paris.
'0 three-wheeler, extra nice. estimate for. yourneeds-.and electrical work, look d,
student, married couples. No farm with a 3 bedroom ranch
AM-FM car radio, ping-pong
Firewood cut to order, $25 a children, pets. And lease. 753- type house plus 8 year old 2
only $425 Town & Country
more! Call 753-9226 or 15s
table; matching drapes and
For
all
your
upholstery
needs
rick, delivered. Call 436-2744 1299.
Yamaha. 753-8078
•
bedroom home, both real nice
9623 We'll do your Job large
bedspreads; and lamp Call
call
us
at
Upholstery
Wayside
after 5 pm
All three farms west of Murray
753-1222 1975 Honda MR-175 dirt bike. We have a wide selection of small All work done to y0t3
753-4575 after 6 pm.
One bedroom apartment, fursatisfaction
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick nished or unfurnished, near Coleman Real Estate. 753'
5325 753-0468
fabrics to choose from. We apLeather repair, dying, cleaning,
9898.
,753-7411
TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom
preciate
mini-bike.
your
2
business.
Used
Honda
50's.
and alterations. Also saddle delivered. Call 437-4731 after Stadium, excellent for student.
Call
AROUND. THE CLOCK
CONVENIENT
7 pm.
made and repaired Reasonable
Call 753-3949.
2 Italie 50's for $225 and up. 753-5361 or 753-6488.
and harness repair. We make
COUNTRY
ates. Free estimates _Call 75.:
Town & Country Yarilaha. 753- Have your driveways white rock
leather clothing, chaps, vests, Wood for sale, $25 a rick Partially furnished apartment.
LIVING .
3736..
8078
•
tack, belts, purses, billfolds, delivered and stacked. 489- Air and carpeting. One block
Income property. Small apar ed
and
graded
before
bac
Just listed -this
Purdom & Thurman
and many other gift items. Call 2436.
ment building, fully rented, e from University. $100 per monweather. Free estimates. Clif- Thinking of remodeling your
spacious
-three .48; Auto. Services
Insurance &
house? 'We do it all! Hawley
753-9736.
cellent income. For safe by
ford Garrison. 753-5429:
Wood for sale, oak and hickory, th. 759-4538.
bedi
-oom,
two
bath
Real Estate
Bucy. 492-8120
owner. Low $20's. Call 753283 Chevrolet engine. $150 or
$22 rick delivered. Call 489- •Riveria Apartments. Two
home-located
only
two
Square
Court
Southsid•
8742. SERTA
best offer Call 753-6945 after
2813.
Underpinning. Kool seal, an.'
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
While your family Ts together
miles
from
town
on
1'
2
Murray, Kentucky
5 pm
mobile home service Call 75'3
capture the occasion *rah
Lot for -sale: 3 acre lot, large
Wood for sale, seasoned oak. disposal, carpet, drapes,
KING SIZE
acres. Home features
753-4451
photographs from:
1608trees near Southwest School.
washer-dryer hookup, and
Call 436-2758.
central
electric
heat
BEDDING
753.5233 after 6 pm
dishwasher.
443-3430,
49. Used Cars
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
CARTER STUDIO
and air, with an
Paducah, KY.
Regular $199.95 3 pc. 26. W-Radio
COATING & SEALING. Have
economical Woodburn75341298
304 Main
1974 Cougar XR-7, $695 753your home driveway or parking
net; Firm $249.95 3 pc. Wanted! Responsible
Two bedroom upstairs apart- Do you own your own lot or lot
ing fireplace insert
person to
9110.
set; Xtra firm $249.95 3 take up small monthly ment. Private entrance. Carpet and mobile home' If you- do
and is tastefully
Insulation blown in by Sears lot sealed professionally before
enjoy city living in the country
1976 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder. 2. save on these high heating and winter. 753-8163
pc. set
deeorated. Offered in
with this 2700 sq. ft home
payments on color t.v. War- and built-ins. No children or and your family income is
door, clean inside and out cooling bills. Call Sears. 753
pets. Lease and deposit re- within the following adjusted
the $50's through Koplocated on I acre with 4 foot
ranted. Clayton's, 753-7575,
Crass
quired. $170 per month. Call income limits. you may qualify
$1950. 623-8293, Mayfield.
in diameter oak trees. It has
ROOFING
2310 for-free estimate.
perud Realty, 711
753-9208 after 4 pm.
everything that you need in a
Commercial and Resifor a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
Main.
1974
27.
Cougar
Mobile
Home
Sales
XR-7.•
$1500
or
KARATE CLASSES. Open daily
Furniture
home
&mita!, Shingle and
INVESTMENT
take over payments. Ca11.753- Murray Karate Center. For dP
Two bedroom apartment, 4 bedroom home. Income
1972 Checkmate, 12x65, 2 recently redecorated, private limits are: Jiici • in lantily Built-Up Roofs. Refer4083 after 6 pm.
PROPERTY
Pointment call 753-6317.
1968 Volkswagen Bug, Fisher. _bedroom, 2 bath, $5000. Call area and good neighborhood. $13.500, Three in family ences, all
36x187 building on
work
1979- Dalsun If-310-, front K & K Stump Removal. Do yor.
MamaBear stove. Call 753- 527-1516.
No children, no pets. Lease and 515.150, Four in family 80x200 lot. Could be
teed. 753-6581
9
wheel
drive,
radial,
no
air,
high
.need
stumps
from
removed
inflation
today's
1861 or 436-2606.
utilized as one rental
or 759-1859.
•
Double wide mobile home,1n deposit required. $175 per $17.900. With
mileage, good condition Call your yard or land cleared of
Available November and interest•rates up. why not
unit or divided into
REAL ESTATE
16. Home Furnishings good condition. For more infor- month.
436-2201
after
7
pm.
stumps?
We
can
remove
us
and
let
1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm. visit our office today
6 PROPERTY
several units. Buy this
MANAGEMENT
Commodes, white, A grade, mation call 382-2330 in Graves
now...753terms
For sale. 1976 Triumph TR-7 stumps up to 24" below the Wiii • .1,,I driveway white rock
talk
County.
and get a good return
Two bedroom duplex with cen- I492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
good condition. Call 759-1657 ground. leaving only sawdust and Ag lime, also have any typ.
on your investment.
and - chips. Call for free of brown or white pea grave
12x65 Good condition, 3 tral heat and air. outlet for Jobs, Realtors at 1200 New listing. 3 bedroom. 2 full
Paris.
Priced at $64,000.
washer and dryer. Couples Sycamore.
baths, brick veneer home,
For sale: 1978 King Cobra, estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 Also do backhoe work Ca::
Giant chest freezer for sale, bedrooms, furnished. Plus preferred. No pets. 753-9741.
Located at corner of
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
washer and dryer and air1621 Keenland Drive. Home
black with T-top. air- or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
$200 firm. 753-6659.
9th and Chestnut
753-6763.
conditioner 474-2342.
features Olympic size pool.
Two bedroom apartment. Call
Tops in neatness and
conditioned. 24.000 miles
Streets, Phone KopHide-a-bed, end tables, coffee
central heatiand air, fireplace.
Embassey
Wet basement? We make we.
753-1874.
is this seven
table, and chair. 759-1628.
28. Mob. Home Rents 4331. Apartments, 753- location
perud Realty, 753-1222,
burglar alarm system. For more
ements dry. work complete
Keep your boat safe and
room house in LynnImport Auto Salvage. Two,1919
call
information
Purdom
&
guarenteed Call or write
Large Frigidare Jetcove washer
clean this winter
wood Estates. Central
Datsun engines,, 1400 series.
For rent: Mobile home near Two bedroom house with car753..
Thurman,
Estate,
Real.
Morgan Construction Co
and dryer, poppy red. $200.
Priced stashed! Make an offer one 1200 series. One 1975 2
electric heat and air;
Economical dry docl.
port, for couple, will accept
753-6659.
lake.
Call
753-1585,
Wells
4451.
Suzy
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
Call 753-9673
on this under priced TC Toyota, all low miles and
one child. Available November
beautiful wood deck,
storage.
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
KY 42001. or tall day or night
home The family is anxious to more. Call 474-2325:
Martin Industries freestanding For rent! 2 bedroom trailer, 1st. $145 per month. Call 48916' x 20'; carpet; fencpets.
4891-442-7026
---•-•mmmorwelgyr- move with husband to his new
fireplace' with blower, black near Murray. No
2595.
ed back yard; large:
Eagle's
Nest
Duster.
1972
Plymouth
slant
6
with glass-doors. Call 753-5206 2611.
job location This home is just
Will do plumbing, heating
trees in yard. A
34. Houses For Rent'
Marina
outside of city limits just 2 2-door, new front seat. Asking
after 6.
painting. roofing. carpentR
12x60 Mobile home for rent.
beautiful setting for an
after
753-0193
Call
$900.
ignites. making for town conveCountry home, `2 bedroom. Call
Paris landing,
753-2211 or 759-1270.
REALTY
17. Vacuum Cleaners See Brandon Dill at Dill's 437-4386.
extra nice house! Let
4.30.
niences but no city taxes. The
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-1n
Tennessee
Anna make your ap56. Free Column
Used Kirby vacuum cleaner, Theatre entrance
753-1222 house has a traffic pattern that
Four or five bedroom furnished
(901)642-6192
pointment. Office. 753like new, all attachments,
1911
Super
Beetle
VW. one
is
very
liveable.
Insulated
up
to
Free kittens 3 or 4 months old
1651 or home 753-2477.
$125. Brand new Filter Queen Mobile home for rent house for four or five college
TVA specifications for owner. 66.000 miles, new
Call 753-3994
vacuum cleaner, $395. Call References and deposit. Call girls or boys. Also small furWHY RENT?
paint
and
tires.
$1800 Go cart
economic utility bills. Priced in
nished apartment ..fat Lot.2
753-9975.
.Martha Hopper:354-65h
This home presently
theI30% Cilt 753-1-492- CET3T---41511.---Caft - 753-71 9 After • 4
college girls. Call - 753-5865
HORNBUCKLE
consists of two apartJURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors Pm
18. Sewing Machines One or two adults, 2 bedroom, days. 753-5108 after 530 Pm.
menth, but could be
and
let
us
home
show
wq1G-11
you
this
Volvo,
1972
runs
two-door
fine
For sale: Portable Singer sew- all electric, water furnished, For rent: 3 bedroom house.
BARBER SHOP
today
easily converted back
needs body work Can be seen
•
South 12th a Sycamore
ing machine. Has zig-zag stitch, one mile out of city limits, Stove. refrigerator furnished.
dwelling.
family
to
one
at
C-4
Coach
Estates.
759
7511651
Telephom
225 L.P. Miller St.
multi-stitch, blind stitch. Also Highway 121 South. $50 753-9240.
There is a separate
P.O. Bee 3111
4552.
included is a Singe( but- deposit, $95 per month. Phone
Open Hours
0
garage
large
and
farmhouse
a
half
story
One
and
1975 Vega. good condition
tonholer attachment. $90. Call 753-5405 after 5 pm.
for rent December I. 1980.
garden area. Ideal inMon.
&
Tues. 8:30-1:30
radial
tires.
31
mpg
highway
4j6,27_42 after 6 oni
Small 2 bedroom trailer. water $200 a month plus utilities. Does Price Count? You bet it
vestment property at
L. 0 Call 436-2593 evenings.
Used Singer sewing machine, and trash pickup furnished, 4 Electric heat, refrigerator and does! 2 bedroom brick on
Close Wednesday
$16,000. Phone 753zig zag, all regular at- miles on 121 South. No pets. stove. 10 minutes from town. beautiful acre lot surrounded
BOYD-MAJORS
1965 VW Beetle. Present motor
1222. Koppegud Realty
Friday & Saturday 8:30-12:30
tachments. sews perfect, fully Students preferred. 753-8061. Write. Jim Bryant, 5711 B by mature trees. Bright. sunny
REAL ESTATE
has 20.000 miles. Excellent
full-time
for
real
0
guaranteed, full cash price
I
kitchen,
dining
room, large liv753-8080
candidate
Best
for
restoring.
753-3685
Two bedroom trailers, com- Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY
service..
estate
$39.50. Call Martha Hopper, pletely
ing room with wood burning
I.' offer 159-1262 after 5 pm.
furnished, good condi- 40121.
EVERYTHING
..Prolesstonal&T-Ice
s
354-6521.
fireplace.
.And
best of
I With Thc Friendl,
tion, from $145. Call 753- Three bedwom house for r2nt
YOU'VE BEEN
all. Priced in the 520's. For
22. Musical
8964.
occeierzay= oc.cr
LOOKING FOR
with good well. Also for sale an- comfort and value, compare
THE TIME TO
%I,
New and used Baldwin piano
tique
Over
feet
2,000
victrola,
square
good
RCA
condiwith
anything
you may have
BUY!SNOW
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., 12x60 Two bedroom trailer, tion. Call 345-2205.
area
on
of
a
living
tree
seen.
Offered
bu Century 21
And 1611 Oakhill Drive
across from ttie Post Office, furnished. m good condition,
home
lot.
This
shaded
Loretta
Jobs.
Realtors 753near University. Call 489-2118. Three bedroom home close to
h is the House. A 2 B.R.
Paris, TN
has a large cedar 0
1492
N smart (almost) New
miles_ M.S.U. Children welcome. Call
Gemeinhardt flute, in excellent Two bedroom trailer.
family
paneled
room
753-3006.
home, vertical siding,
STROUT HAIM INC.
condition Reasonable price on 641 South, $150 and
with a wood burning
tastefully decorated.
37. Livestock-Supplies fie Mader
deposit. 753-4699.
tow.. 1900 d. ,anagn 111.
Call 753-44V after 5,30 pm
lots
fireplace,
of
at burr. and
C. Ele. Heat Pump and
Magnus beginner organ, ex- Two bedroom, 1260, partially ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
cabinets and is close to
FARMS HOMES
conditioning,
air
cellent condition $100 firm furnished, on large private lot 3 Visitors welcome! South on
BUSINESSES
a shopping center in
disposal. range,
Can be seen at Hodge & Son or miles east of Murray. Call 753- Locust Grove Road. 753-6100
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
quiet neighborhood.
Mon. Tues. & Wed.
dishwasher, exhaust
PROPERTY
call 759-4024
Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6426.
6283 after 5 pm
House is surrounded
garage
panelled
fan,
Office,
needed!
Listings
October 27, 28, 29, 1980
For sale: Weemng pigs. Call
by other quality-built
autZmatic
with
Cent to Coast. Buyers Irons
after 4.30, 753-3523.
,homes. All this plus
at
a
large
lot
opener,
Everywhere. "free" Catalog
Beginning at
three bedrooms and
GROW
Leather repair and custom
low, low, price of
STROUT Mitt
baths.
Mid
two
60's.
A
work. Chaps. belts, moccasins,
Pao.
6:30 P.M. Each Evening
$33,900. Check this tolee
new listing through
.WITH ESB
gun cases. billfolds. saddleIteke•••••Id 753-01116
day and get settled in
6.01•0
Realty.
Kop
ud
bags 753-9736.
Over WNBS and WAAW
for the holidays.
Cleatendlno promalleent opperaelty for en migrossly• Initerative lallyleoel melting • terser position. Principal &Nes
Milk goat billie for salt 489EXCELLENT
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE
eye petrel...sag mod headers control het breed aininistrathr•
2495.
INCOME
••perioece son be paned ESN Is • grad& sompomy tom Is
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Final Rites Held
This Morning For
Mrs..J. A. Gooch

Jefferson Starship
Founder Suffers
Stroke Monday

Carter.

••••
--- •
it'ontinded From Page One

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Paul Kantner, founder of the
final decisions.
editor of U.S. News & World Report;
Jefferson Starship rock group
The survey showed Reagan preferred
and Barbara Walters of ABC News.
by 42 percent of likely voters, Carter by
The funeral for Mrs. John- and its prdecessor, Jefferson
Television commentator Howard K.
Airplane,
was
in
serious
condi36
percent,
independent John B. Ander-lie Alice Gooch, widow 'of
Smith serves Js moderator- as he did
tion
Monday
at
Cedars-Sinai
iogn Gooch, was held today at
son by 10 percent, the rest scattered or
when John F. Kennedy and Richard M.
uncertain. But the poll indicated that
:1 a.m. at the chapel of the Medical Center after suffering
Nixon met 20 years ago in the first of
a
stroke,
hospital
a
millions of Americans have made only
lila lock-Coleman Funeral
the televised presidential campaign
spokeswoman
said.
tentative decisions on how to cast their
Home with John Dale ofdebates.
Kantner, 39, was conscious
ballots. The margin of error was 3 perleiating" and Owen Mosley
"I feel good...1'11 be ready," Carter
and
talking
Monday
in
the
incent.
greeting the singing by
said as he arrived in Cleveland on Montensive
care
unit
after
the
Anderson, who protested Jatterly and
..ingers from the Seventh and
day. He came by way of Huntington,
weekend stroke, which
futilely when he was dropped from the
I'oplar•Church of Christ.
W.Va.,and a campaign stop at which he
debate roster, is staging his own rebutPallbearers were Don Bur- hospital spokeswomah' Tess
accased Reagan of shifting positions.
tal in Washington. He is to answer the
ton, Joe Alderson, Kim Griffin described as a
"Ile has flipflopped, depending on
same questions the Major party cann, Marty Hooper, Randy cerebral hemorrhage.
which audience he's facing," Carter
She
said
Kantner's
condition
didates get,in show to be televised by
111ki
Larry Gooch.
said.
was
stable
and
no
surgery
was
Cable News Network that will include,
:airial was the Elm Grove
The president said he doesn't know
planned.
•
VOLUNTEERS - Among the volunteers who will be working in the
too,the Carter-Reagan debate.
cemetery.
drive for St. Jude
"which-Ronald -Reagan I'm going to
A
spokeswoman
for
the
Children's
Research Hospital, sponsored locally by Alpha Mu Chapter
In a race so close, with the hour of
Mrs. Gooch,•82, to
ly of
face"in th•!debate.
of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International, are, from left, Anna Lou Tarry,
decision so close, the two candidates in
alloway County, died Saw, band's San Francisco-based
Reagan conferred Monday with
Willadean
Brandon,
Rita
Cum„record
company,
Grunt
the real debate may well prove to be
mings, Linda Damron, and Diana Williams. Any person interested
!ay at 11:50 p.m. at the
former Prosident Gerald R. Ford, a
in helping with the
Kantner
cautious, repeating familiar campaign
•lethodist South Hospital, Records, -said
drive may call Mrs. Williams at 435-4564.
veteran of three debates with Carter in
entered-tk hospital Sunday.
themes, wary of the slip or the
lemphis.Tenn.
hislosiag campaign four years ago. He
Kantnet had.been in Los
misstatement that could cost imtet. •
She is survived by one
said he told Reagan "to anticipate some
Angeles
with
tlie-band
for
.
Carter
campaigned
-laughter, Mrs. Hilda Clyde
his way to
show of Carter meanness."
Cleveland and said he was ready for
tarkley, and one son, Joseph about a month, she -said,
"For example, I remember a finger.
recording
a
followup
to
their
.
Reagan. The president was spending
I. Willis, Memphis, Tenn.;
pointing episode...he made a big show
last album, "Freedom At
the day in his hotel, across the street
tepson, Billy Gooch, Dupo,
of it," Ford said. That would have been
Point Zero."
Vo
ers will be -working this year is to raise the dollars Jude Children's
from the ornate, 900-seat Music Hall
a.: sister, Mrs. Audie Hurt,
when Carter was declaring that Ford
Research
Kantner, a guitarist, began for the
Jude
needed
to support research in Hospital is among the
Hospital
debate scene, at his last-minute studies
'•turray ; five grandchildren;
should be ashamed of his administranation's
his career in 1965, helping to Drive, slated o -Oct. 29 to neuroblastoma, .
a cancer of top ten cancer research
and rehearsals.
uvo great grandchildren.
tion's economic record.
found the Jefferson Airplane, Nov. 8, in the area.
the central nervous system centers, and since its
Reagan did his studying at home, at
opening,
Ford said he ..dvised Reagan to ham--known for its popularization of is sponsored by Alpha islu and the most common malig- no
his rented estate in Middlearg, Va.,
patient at St. Jude has ever
mer at Cartel's handling of the .
acid rock with such songs as Chapter of Epsifon Sigma papa solid tumor seen in been
before
coming
to
the
bunting-draped
charged for treatment,
1.01'ISVILLE, Ky 1API (USDA) economy."No president has had to deInternational. a chil.6eaz Mrs. Fleming said. offreia Is said:
shin:tied_ receipts- cattle 4111(1 „calves "White Rabbit." In 1974, he _Alpha_
debate city to appear briefly at- a
•
fend'such'bad economic news since the
•,0). ,,.mpared to Monday's close
and Grace Slick, the mother of women's leadership-service Each yea);-one-child in every
downtown
rally,
then wait out the final
Diana Williams, philannatio) slaughter steers near steady:
days of the Depression," he said.
•
his 8-year-old daughter, organization.
100,000 will be
icken with thropic chairman of the local
hours until the 9:30 p.m.EST confrontaaught, heifers untested: slaughter
Reagan and Ford also discussed the
China, assembled the band
a• stead, to weak ; slaughter bulls
Kathie Fleming of the local neuroblastoma andtbeL pro- chapter, urges
tion.
the people of
hostage situation. The.Iranian Parlia..,..1,; caf-yes and yealers untested: -which became the
Starship.
chapter said since 1972 the gnosis is uniformly
Four panelists were to question the
Murray ad Calloway County
..ders steady to I.
lower; some
ment failed to reach any decision Monwomen of ESA have raised
ifers 110 lower for two days trading,
unless detected ata-ver-y early
candidates, whose aides tried to an.,give in this special drive.
day on the fate of the 52 Americans
yers continue very selective; choice
•
more than $4,000,000 for the stage,she added.
ticipate topics and questions, and put
Persbnspterested in helping
'SIlb slaughter steers 6800; good and
taken captive one week short of a year
research and treatment proFounded in 1962 by enter- with the dhvensay
'sore 935-970 lb 63.506&813: few good
them to the debaters in private rehearago. The question is to be taken _ up
call
Mrs.
75 lb Holsteins 60.00; commercial cows
grams at St. Jude Children's
tainer Danny Thomas, St. Williams at 4
sals.
Reagan
practiced
with
a
stand-in
again on Wednesday.
'.4-111 75, utility 42.50-48.50; few high
Research Hospital, Memphis,
playing Carter's role.
'..i.ssing 49.00-52.50; cutter 41.013-46.00;
In Washington, administration ofTenn.; and this year the 25,000
inner a,0.1 cutter under 800 lb 35.00The questioners: Harry Ellis of the
ficials said there was no basis • for
'I.00. slaughter bulls grade I 1266-1745 lb
EDDYVILLE, ly. AP)- members of ESA internaChristian
„
Science
Monitor: William
s 25-63.50; grade 1.2 1060-1540 lb 50.00predicting the imminent release-of the
Will Ed Carrico of Fancy tionally plan to reach and surd1.25: feeder steers medium frame I 300assistant managing editor of
hostages. Carter said he had no new
s00 lb 70 50-61.00; 500-600 lb 70.00-78.00:
Farm is the new postmaster at pass the $5,000,000 mark in
the Oland Oregoniadl Marvin Stone,
word on the situation.
000.765 lb 67.50-73.80: medium frame 1-2
Eddyville.
funds raised for the hospital.
•
•
'
eluding bulls 300-5001b 62.00.69.00; 500Carrico, who has been with
The -special goal of the ESA
,0 lb 00.00-68:00; large frame 2 HolsBy guy DARST
,ons -685-890 .1b 55.00-57.15; heifers
the postal service 23 years,
GM was hurt by recession and
ledituii frame 1 300-400 lb 59.00-62.50;
Associated Press Writer
inflation, the shift to smaller
assumed the duties Friday.
101-500 lb 60.00-69 110, 500-570 lb 59.06Rusty Wright's name was omitted from the Murray
DETROIT (AP)- General • cars which yield lower profits,
His appointment was retroac.977., 18 head 5048 59: medium frame 1-2
High,Tiger Band's percussion section listed in yesterday's
sieluding fleshy offerings 300-500 lb
Motors Corp., the.world's big- and an inability, to recover
tive to Oct. 1.
..1.00-60.00; stock cows medium frame Iedition.The section won the best overall percussion award
• By STEPHEN C.SMITH
gest automaker, bottomed out Cost increases. They said
The position was left vacant
'750-960 lb 42.00-54 75; large frame 1 NOat the Second Annual Christian County Invitational Band
• Associated,Press Writer
into the record books with a rebates also cut intoprofits, as
Cai lb 55.75-57.75.
by the death of Earl Cothran.
FRANKFORT,
Ky.(AP)- $567 million loss for the third
Contest Saturday. flogs BOO: compared to Monday's close
MIAMI (AP) - Thirty
did retooling costs.
sit-rows and gilts 25-50 higher; 1-2 225The Appalachian Regional
Americans released from
quarter, the largest threeThe Murray Ledgers. Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
2.6038 41130-18 45- 2220-255 lb 48.0048.35;
They-said 'GM's profits Cuban jails Commission has granted
.• 3 220-250 lb 47.50-48.00; 250.280 lb 47.00after up to 11 12
month lass in U.S. corporate
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
would be held down as long as years of
$140,000 to help the city of
750; 280-320 lb 46.00-47.00; 1-3 190-200 lb
That
is .the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
captivity -- were
history, but analysts and GM
-0.00-46.90; sows 1.00 lower; 1-2390.350 lb
the recession lasts, adding home
Stanford develop a 50-acre inclarification please call 751-1918.
at last today, and even
officials say the worst may be
43.00-44.00; 350-406th 44.00-45.00; 400-450
they,saw "many reassuring the five
dustrial park and provide over.
0, 45 0646.00; 450.500 lb 46.0047.00; 500who returned to the
signs" of economic recovery.
.40 lb 47.00-48.70; utility 306450 lb 36.00sanitary sewer service to 29
arms of the law were glad to
-And with quarterly reports
1.00 boars over 300 lb 42.0642.90, under
low-income
families
in
have
"We
•0%
Linweathered
the be back in the United States.
9)0 lb 35 00-40.00.
from Ford Motor Co.,
coln County.
Sheep 25; untested early.
worst. Recovery, although
•
"The
(U.S.)
jails
Chrysler
MIT*
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will
and
look
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American
'Kentucky Education
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Thursday,
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Demonstrating Educational to
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stand as the US. corporate work.
Corp.,of Murray
Murray Education Associa- Techniques Project,
is in its record. Some analysts predict
GM's loss from Operations others who arrived Monday to.
tion and Calloway County fifth and final year.
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a Ford loss of $700 million. • was $953 million in' the the cheers of a flag-waving
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'Jr Products
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St. Jude Drive Set To Begin

livestock Market

Will Ed Carrico Is
Eddyville Postmaster

GM Suffers $567 Million
Loss For Third Quarter

Released Americans I-Corrections & Amplifications
Are At Home Today
'

Commission Grants
Stanford $140,000

KEA President To
Meet With Local
Teachers Thursday

_

Stock Market

.44

Hog Market

'cameo
s6,7oo.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

The Decor Store
Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone
753-3642

FREE DELIVERY

WE MUST SELL 5000 SQ. YD. OF CARPET
IN THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS.
HOMEOWNER-CONTRACTORS-LANDLORDS-RENTOR
•

We Cut Price Below Cost We Got To Sell

cecalf

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The increase in insurance
costs against black lung
claims apparently won't be as
much as Kentucky coa

Copier on
the blink?

Scup. Shag
$700
N Sq. Yd

tylt

Black Lung Insurance
Hike May Not Be Much

All First Grade Carpet With Price To Move
Close Out On Fireplace Equipment

Glass Door
Rs,. $100.00
$3000

Screens &
Hardware

Grate
Itog $9 95

Reg. $100.00
Sale $
5
"
Sulu$50
°°

Wallpaper Sale
Up To

Call us today

30% Off Some Books

•I.

116 NORTH 7Th
MAYFIELD
247-5912

Our Entire Inventory On Everything Is On Salo

•

Better see the new -very
reliable -A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted features of machines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to matte 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper. including overhead transparencies and labels
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operators expected.
An amended proposal filed
by the National 'Council on
Compensation
Insurance
would be $9.3 million below the
rate schedule that drew objections at the state Department
of Insurance hearing.
Still the rates filed Monday
would be about double the
previous cost. A proposal filed
last summer would have nearly tripled the old figure.
The revised rates must be
approved by Insurance Commissioner Daniel D. Briscoe
after he reviews the new filing
and receives a report from a
hearing officer.
Briscoe can approve or reject the rates but can not approve a portion of them.
Black lung rates are
separate from workmens
compensation rates.
When the council filed a rate
schedule last summer, the
state objected to factors used
in setting the rates. A
spokesman says the amended
schedule doesn't end the matter but removes most of. the
state's complaint about the
method used by the council.
The council is based in New
York and proposes rates for
workers'' compensation insurance in many states

IS OUR SPECIALITY!
+ PLUS +
*.15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally Owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPM - 11111 Hewlett tin

HOLLAND DRUGS
OAST SIDS 07 CT.SO.- DOWNTOWN INUNDAT 753-1161
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